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Workers Fight For Fair Contract
Trinity's Sodexho-Marriott Employees Press For Better Wages, Conditions

SEPTEMBER

28,1999

Construction
Dominates
Campus
Landscape
BY MAUREEN WELCH

News Writer

With one building under construction, another underway next month, and
plans for future buildings in the works,
the Trinity campus will be home to
trucks and cranes as well as its student
body for some time.
Right now the area where the Summit
Street residence halls are being built is
the most noticeable construction site on
campus. The Summit Street dorms will
eventually be three residence houses
that are placed around a "piazza-style"
courtyard. The building should be completed and ready to live in by next August. Vice President and Chief of Staff
Ron Thomas comments, "Construction
is currently on schedule."
HANNAH GANT
A Sodexho-Marriott employee serves students from behind the counter of the Cave.
The new dorm is part of the plan for
among the employees.
the number of students that actually eat the "Tutorial College" slated to start next
BY RENAY SMALLCOMB
NeNe Villegas, an employee of in Mather, the Cave, or the Bistro. year. The Tutorial College is a program
- News Editor
Sodexho-Marriott for over ten years, ex- Sanchez stated, "We want to make sure for students who will "Work
plains that three years ago, as the em- our hours are not changed just because collaboratively throughout the year on
• -Food service employee? at Trinity Col- ployees negotiated their first contract one day thirty students decide: not to eat ijXt&discipUnary projects," according to
lege are currently negotiating a new con- with the company, many things were at Mather...how can you plan the pur- Vice President of Student Services
tract
with
their
employer, overlooked. Foremost was the right of chase of a car when you don't know what Sharon Herzberger. This program will
Sodexho-Marriott. Sodexho-Marriott management to regulate the hours of the hours you'll be working or how much be for 50 sophomores who live together '
in the dorm, and will also house the ofemployees are organized under the Lo- employees. In the last contract, manage- money you will be making?"
cal 217 HERE (Hotel Employees Restau- ment reserved the right to change the
Insurance coverage is a second issue fices for the program and possibly housworkers' hours with two weeks' notice. that has divided Sodexho-Marriott and ing for visiting or current faculty in the
rant Employees) union.
Sodexho-Marriott employees have Villegas states that union members are its employees. Sodexho-Marriott em- Tutorial College. The other two halls
been working without a contract since determined to gain control of the hours ployees at Trinity must pay 15% of their have not been assigned a theme, but
medical coverage, while the company ideas for a "music hall" and a "wellness
June, and continue to work under the that workers are scheduled.
conditions of the first. With the negoJose Sanchez, a Sodexho-Marriott em- picks up the remaining 85%. At other hall" have been mentioned. Herzberger
tiations coming to a head, a petition was ployee, argues that because the company Connecticut colleges, including says, "There is an ongoing process of talkcirculated among Sodexho-Marriott collects the money for student meal Wesleyan and the University of Hart- ing with students and faculty on how
workers approximately two weeks ago; plans in advance, it is unfair to base the ford, the company provides full medical best to use the houses."
see MARRIOTT on page eight
nearly 80 signatures were collected from number of hours that employees work on
Students living near the site, especially those in Jackson Hall, have a proximity to the construction that can mean
extra noise. Some have complained in the
past about the noise, and as a consethe construction itself is not supHealth Center A ims To Improve Student Health By Enacting New Policies quence
posed to start before 8:30 am. "We are
under your name and not sent home un- Florida while trying to moon the beach aware of the fact the construction puts a
BY DEVIN PHARR
less requested by the student.
is covered. This example is good to dem- burden on some. We are working with
News Writer
The five hundred dollars is, of course, onstrate the second major benefit of the the SGA to determine the housing that
just a figure. The insurance policy in policy. Since the policy belongs to the was inconvenienced, and it will factor
With the reorganization of student some cases, will pay up $10,000 dollars student, all correspondence for illnesses into the lottery system," says Herzberger.
see CONSTRUCTION on page seven
see HEALTH on page six
services this year, the administration of care if the student can claim no other
took the opportunity to improve the insurance. It is also limited in some camedical office, reconstructing it under pacities, in that while it will cover up to
the title of Health Center. For a long time 500 dollars, only 150 of that is applicable
students have had mixed emotions to emergency room expenses. Martha
about what such an important facility- Burke, a Nurse Practitioner who is also
A Memorial to John Ortiz
should provide While much of the de- the new Director of the Health Center,
News
pg. 8
bate has been over the availability of cer- feels the policy is an excellent benefit,
tain medicines and services, there has even if has its limitations. "The policy is
Libertarians, Alcoholics, and Too Many Adjuncts
always been underlying problems sur- an accident and sickness policy, which
is great, except it can only cover those arOpinion
pg, 2
rounding the issue of insurance.
eas.
Some
of
the
major
aspects
of
mediFor the time being, the Health Center's
main task is to make students aware of cal care, prevention for example, are not
"I Forgot To Change The Calendar" by Becca Bryant
the policy that their attendance at Trin- covered at all."
Features
pg. 10
The Health Center says that although
ity entitles them to. More detailed information is currently available at the there are major limitations to the policy,
Poetry reading by Reetika Vazirani at Gallows Hill
Center, but it can be summarized as this: there are also benefits. For one, the
Arts..,.
pg. 16
Our insurance will pay up to $500 worth policy, like any insurance, does not reof expenses for treatment of accident strict claims to injuries or sickness occurLectures, Performances, After Hours, and Around Trinity
and sickness care. This is essentially a ring during school or classes. In fact the
Announcements
pg. 18
per incident basis, so it is not limited to policy is in effect year round and covers
accidents and illness no matter where
$500 for the entire year.
Football crushes Colby in season opener
This insurance is available regardless they occur, including off campus. So a
of preexisting plans you may be listed student on spring break who, for exSports
pg, 21
under at home or at work, and is also ample, falls from their hotel window in

Health Center Implements Changes
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Respect the Students:
Trust Us To Use Reading Week Responsibly

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - SEPTEMBER 28,1999

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Marriott Deserve More Pay and Respect
To the Editor:
As many students are already
aware, the food service workers at
Trinity College are facing a difficult
situation with their employer, the
Sodexho Marriott Corporation. The
Student Labor Action Committee.
(SLAC), has been working with
members of the faculty, the hotel
and restaurant employees union
(Local 217) and the workers themselves to improve the current wage
conditions to which Trinity food '
service workers are contracted. It is
at this time that the Marriott workers need the help and support of
Trinity students. While the negotiations are between the union and
the Sodexho Marriot Corporation
and do not officially involve the administration of Trinity College, the
support of the community in which
the employees work will improve
their chances of receiving a fair contract from Sodexho Marriott.
It has become clear that the students of Trinity College care about
the food service workers with
whom they interact every day.
Many appreciate their dedication
and enjoy the friendly relationship
which develops with everyday contact. What needs to develop from
this friendly contact is dedication to
a worthy and important cause. We
are all aware of how diligently the
Marriott employees work for us;
therefore how can we ignore their
plight when they could use our
help? The following facts speak for
themselves. The appalling reality of
this situation should move to action
the majority of Trinity students.

at Trinity College with those of
other area schools, a drastic difference is discovered. The food workers at Trinity College are not making
as much as other Marriot employees in the area.
The "first cook" at Trinity College
makes $11.50 an hour. However, the
first cook at Central or Southern
Connecticut State University,
makes $13.90 per hour. At the University of Hartford, the first cook
makes nearly $16.00 an hour. That
is almost five dollars more than
what a Trinity College first cook
makes per hour.
The time has come to reward
good work with good pay. A school
as prestigious as Trinity College
should be ashamed to employ a service that pays its workers annual
wages below the poverty line. It
isn't hard to recognize that Trinity
students are concerned about the
people who greet them with a smile,
make their dinners and dean up after them. It isn't hard to recognize
that the employees, be it in Mather,
• the Cave or the Bistro, are working
diligently to make us comfortable.
Let us not forget that each one of
these workers has their own lives,
their own families to support and
their own bills to pay. Twelve dollars an hour may seem decent to a
college student who is supported by
his parents, but to an adult with
children, insurance and a mortgage,
it is.by no means acceptable. If the
students of Trinity rally behind the
Marriott workers who work for us
every day, they have the chance of
gaining what they deserve for the
service they perform. By supporting the workers, we have absolutely
nothing to lose. Our already obscene food prices will not increase,
as is often assumed. We can only
gain a sense of justice and pride if
we are able to influence the Man lott
Corporation in their negotiations. If
we are not able to influence them,
we must show patience and
strength in the unlikely event of a
strike. The workers deserve it.

From the first day of freshmen orientation, students are told that the school
sees them as mature individuals and will thus give them the responsibilities that go along with that classification. Trinity has always prided itself
on considering its students adults and treating us as such. In fact, a major
Trinity College pays the Sodexho
Corporation S.4 million
part of the Trinity experience is being trusted as an adult. Over the past few Marriott
dollars a year to conduct its operayears, this bond of trust between the administration and the students has tions on this campus. Such operations include feeding all Trinity
eroded tremendously.
students, as wel 1 as cateri ng all TrinThe students are told that they are responsible and trusted, but these words ity College related events. The
Sodexho Marriott Corporation is an
rarely translate into action. Academically, it has been recognized that we enormous
international operation
are responsible for our own fate; if we don't pull our weight, we suffer the that grossed 3.6 billion dollars in
in just 38 months.
consequences. This is ceasing to be the case. With the new changes that sales
The reason for stating this inforhave been implemented regarding Reading Week, now known as Midsession, mation is simply to make the argu- Julia L. Altieri
that a multi-billion dollar Member, Student Labor Action
the student body is being told that we are not adults, and we are incapable ment
company would, under most cir- Committee
cumstances, pay its employees ap- Class of 2002
of maintaining an academic focus.
wages. At Trinity College
The Trustees have decided that the college community uses Midsession propriate
this is not the case. When one com- Timothy M. Herbst
improperly-that we collectively take a break from academics and flee cam- pares the wages of the workers here President, Class of 2002
pus for the snow covered hills of Colorado or the warm beachfronts of
PILLCXW
Florida. No one seems to have considered that a good number of students
go home to work in a different environment; that some take a long weekend Fight Night at the "Boringest" Place on Earth
visiting friends or family and then return to campus to work here; or that It has been a pretty slow week at Ye Olde Trincoll. Pillow Talk
others stay on campus and work throughout the week.
was even forced to read the local news for gossip. We've done
The purpose of Reading Week is threefold. Students catch up on work, get the best we can, but when a frat fight is the most interesting
started on longer projects, and mentally prepare themselves for the workload happening...well, that's just hard luck for everyone, including
the: fists of fury on Vernon Street. Best of luck to them, alwhich is to come between mid-October arid final exams. Reading Week is though,
they might want to start training for next week now.
far from a waste of time. It gives students who have been working at a breakneck pace the chance to breathe.
•
We need to get that place a
Whether it is called Reading Week or Midsession, the week-long seces- Another Fight at the Hall >4kpay-per-view
contract or at
sion of classes in the middle of October achieves one major end: it allows
* least Don King as a pledge.
Someone call a trustee.
students to remember that college is about learning, and learning can be
exciting as opposed to an endless race with deadlines.
Pillow Talk was forced to drink
WRTC Party.
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Cancellation of Late Night

Boredom this Weekend

Jim Newton's Ejection

1

a liter of Absolut in the shower
to prepare. Way fun.
1 get no beer because someone
else was in a fight? Pillow Talk
wants a ride in the police car to
make it up. Yes, siren on please.

If there isn't a good party this
^.Weekend, Pillow Talk Will be
drinking under a blanket on
the Quad. Join us.
ACampus Safety officers aren't
•^ the only Connecticut Black
Shirts...

Pillow Talk is glad ther're takProposed Marriot Workers \ hng it to the street, but what
Strike
^ will we do with all that
stockpilled TUMS?
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Thought Police Institute New
Midsession Tracking Devices
BY JOSH FREEMIRE
Opinion Editor

Our age seems to be a simple
idea; if you have graduated high
school, unless something extremely unusual happened, you
are eighteen. It seems, however,
to be a difficult concept for this
school to grasp.
Eighteen, of course, is the age
of majority in this country. In
some states the age of adulthood is even lower, but the
whole country over, you are a
legal adult at age eighteen. You
can buy a gun, decide who you
want running the country, go to
war, get married, and use credit
cards. If you are arrested, you're
tried as an adult. It's pretty
simple really- if you have been
around for eighteen years, you're
legally your own person with
all the rights and responsibilities that come along with this
individuality. Unless, of course,
you go to Trinity College.
You see, at Trinity, which is
not a fish bowl, you have to go to
see your advisor to plan your
"midsession." You have to get
them to go over your plans for
the week and report back to the
administration. Does this all
sound absurd? Impossible?
Freshman know what I'm talking about: "Midsession Planning
Form" for fall 1999, as if there
had been one for fall of last year,
or ever before.

parentis? You'll have to excuse
my language, but this is not a
joking matter. This is a direct
violation of our rights as citizens, let alone overstepping the

Athletes Are Mentors
For Violence Prevention
DREW A. HYLAND
Charles A. Dana Professor of
Philosophy

college's boundaries. What else
is up the trustee's wallet for
project 2002 - tracking devices
during midsession? It's bad
enough that they'll be tracking
meal plan usage (apparently
what and how much we eat is
not private information) library
usage (I heartily encourage you
all, no matter where you're
headed this "midsession," to
take twenty library books with
you) and e-mail accounts. Now
our physical locations will be
tracked as well.
Of course, this form was only
given to freshman. The trustees
made a good bet - freshmen are
clueless enough to figure that
they actually do have to fill this
out. Nothing against freshman,
but they have no idea that this
has never been done before
(why else do they write "fall
1999" at the top?) and if it says

Where does this fascist power grab come
from you wonder?...The president and the
trustees.
All freshman this year are required, not requested, to meet
with their advisors and answer
a few simple questions - "Do you
plan^o be on campus during
Midsession? Why or why not?"
I didn't make that up, it's a direct quote. You have to tell them
if you are leaving, when, where
to, and when you'll be back. I
don't tell my mother these
things. What the hell gives
Trinity the right to act in loco

her where to file the pink copy
in no uncertain terms.
Where does this fascist power
grab come from you wonder?
Well, that's a good question. Pre-

required, well, they figure it is.
A tip to all you first years you're eighteen. You don't have
to fill out anything that asks for
personal information, ever. If
the school doubts you, have
them give your parents' lawyer
a call. Unless you signed a form
giving in loco parentis rights to
the school (you didn't) they have
no right to request this information from you. So when you
meet your advisor, tell him or

sumably it comes from thesame
place all policies concerned
with nothing but image and
control come from - the president and the trustees. It's really
not a new trend. Ever since the
trustees decided that reading
week made us look bad and,
with the support of Dobelle,
tried to go over the faculty's
head and ban it, we have been
up to our knees in these "new
regulations." Each and every
year they try just a little bit
harder to make Trinity a place
where the faculty and students
have absolutely no say in what
happens. It's easier to make
money that way — no one argues with whatever new policies you've come up with to
increase the hype about our
"new image."
Do not let them get away with'
this. Pitch your forms, use all
your meals, and borrow every
damn book in the library. We
are not pawns, we are not here
to fabricate image and our
rights will be respected. When
you see Dobelle on the long
walk, stop him and demand to
be listened to. In fact, give him
a call. The right to live our lives
as we see fit, in privacy, regardless of the "image" the college
would like us to maintain for
their benefit, is unassailable. Do .
not let it be ignored this time, or
our next fight will be twice as
hard. You know where I can be
found this reading week? Sitting in my room, reading and
drinking a big can of none of
your damn business.

In late August, while listening to a National Public Radio
report on preparations for the
return to school of the students
of Columbine High School, I
heard a familiar voice, that of
one Jackson Katz. Because one
dimension of that horrible incident last year at Columbine
was a pervasive anger at athletes on the part of the killers,
presumably because those athletes had bullied and intimi-

Second premiss: What men
are the most likely, the most
appropriate, to take this leadership role? Obviously, men
who are, or consider themselves to be, leaders in a given
community. Men who,as well,
are likely to have the courage
to be the ones who do take a
proactive stand, to take action
when aware of these incidents
rather than looking the other
way. And what group on college campuses is widely regarded both as leaders on the
campus and as people one of
whose supposed virtues is
courage? Athletes! The idea

It's all too easy for us to walk away from
th^ situation, telling ourselves, "it's none
of my business."
dated them, officials had
brought Jackson Katz to the
school to talk to the athletes.
Katz is the founder of a very
promising program called
"Mentors For Violence Prevention," a program that seeks to
enlist athletes not as part of
the problem of violence, but as
part of the solution. A former
college athlete himself, Katz
asks athletes to take a leadership role in efforts to reduce
violence in our culture, and especially violence by men
against women.
Katz' voice was familiar because four years ago he came
to Trinity to train a small
group of male faculty and
staff in the principles of the
program, so that we in turn
could pass it along to Trinity's
male athletes, challenging
them to become the leaders on
our campus in the effort to
curb violence against women.
For the past four years, that
group has been quietly working with Trinity's male athletes in this effort. Perhaps the
community should know
more about this program.
Mentors For Violence Prevention (called "MVP" for
short, a bit hokie, but with
cute athletic resonances) is
based on a few simple but, I
think, compelling premises.
First premise: violence against
women will not stop until
males stop tolerating it among
their male peers. That is, too

then, is to enlist the athletes on
campus to take this leadership
role, tostop tolerating violence
against women on the part of
their male peers. But to do so,
sensitive training is necessary.
Too often, males who witness
incidents of violence or harassment against women see
only two paths open to them.
The first - and alas, the one we
are socialized most often to
take - is to do nothing; especially if we don't know the
woman, it's all too easy for us
to walk away from the situation, telling ourselves, "it's none
of my business." Or, cojones
fully expanded, we might
jump in and "beat the living
shit out of the bastard." The
point of the MVP training program is for us male athletes
(with a remembrance of
things very long past, I include
myself among them) to realize
that we have many, many alternatives between these two
extremes, and in nearly every
instance those alternatives are
superior to the two poles.
Many of those alternatives
still require personal courage,
but that is a virtue upon which
we pride ourselves. The point
of the program is to encourage
us, and to discuss how, to take
the appropriate steps.
Will the program work
Time will tell.
My dream is of a campus
where any woman put in a
threatening situation from a

The idea then, is to enlist the athletes
on campus to take this leadership role,
to stop tolerating violence against
women on the part of their male peers.

EVERYBODY WAS KUNG-FU FIGHTING

often, the problem of violence
against women is confronted
only by women themselves, in
women's centers, battered victims centers, female crisis centers. But a second's reflection
reveals that male violence
against women is primarily a
male problem, and it must, at
long last, be addressed by
males. Males must overcome
our socialized tendency to
look the other way, or consider
it "none of my business,".when
we witness or hear about incidents of violence against
women'.

male would know that she
could count on any nearby
male athlete to come to her defense, and where any male
contemplating aggressive action against a woman would
know that he was about to
have every male athlete in the
school on his case.
Male athletes as part of the
solution: that flies in the face
of a common prejudice by
which, as I was reminded in a
session with some athletes last
week, male athletes are too often stereotyped. But that is a
subject for another article.
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Campaign Finance Reform Is Needed to Make Representative Government Work
'""-

RICHARD DOWNE

Opinion Writer

For as long as there has been representative government, in which officials are
selected by the governed, the question of
how to ensure the integrity of the elected
has been at the forefront. Powerful interests have always tried to influence the
processes of government and there has
always been a drive to prevent this, Following Watergate in the mid 70s, there
was a wave of campaign finance reform
in this country to attempt to secure the
integrity of the election process. Initially
they at least appeared to work. Moneyed
interests were limited in their ability to
influence elections. There was the "thousand dollars an individual" limit, and the
other rules that accompanied it. Suddenly people could no longer own a
senator as the latest acquisition to
complement their yacht.
However, every system has its failings.
Loopholes are inevitable in legal language that is necessarily vague in order
that it can please the politicians who
write it and that constitutional liberties
may still be preserved despite it. For instance, there is presently a controversy
with regard to "issue" ads: it is easy to
surmount campaign spending caps by
not explicitly endorsing a candidate;
rather, by running ads that endorse a position that a particular candidate is •
known to hold. There are those who

wish to ban those ads. However, the
question remains as to how to properly
phrase the language of the law in order
to ensure the ads cari be stopped, or at
least, regulated without restricting individuals and organizations'rights to free
speech in support of their opinions, or of
a candidate they support.
A problem that did not exist with regard to the Watergate era reforms pertains to the issue of "soft-money". People

have long given to the party of their
choice in excess of what they could give
to a candidate, to support "party building" or in support of an agenda they believe in. However, in the 1996
presidential elections, and subsequently
more local elections, campaign strategists for the Democratic Party discovered
a loophole in this provision: parties can

spend whatever they wish on their candidates. Consequently, donations from
individuals to parties are equivalent to
unlimited donations to specific candidates, with the singular exception that
the donors cannot theoretically direct
the money to the specific candidates of
their choice. This is, nonetheless, not
much of a problem.

Of course, it could be asked why astronomical donations are a problem. The
problem comes in to the issue of a perceived moral obligation towards anyone
who aids you. This issue creates a situation in which special interests in effect
own the elections by buying all the coverage for their anointed candidates, essentially those that will vote their line.
This is equivalent in many ways to owning the system, and that is something

that this country theoretically seeks to
avoid: the reason the constitution of this
country was written as it was, was to create a situation wherein the general populace could have as much control towards
self-determination without allowing the
violent mood swings of faction to undermine the system.
This year there is a series of campaign
finance bills moving through Congress.
This past month, the House passed
Shays-Meehan, the House's version of the
latest bill. Among other things, this bill
bans soft money. The Senate counterpart, McCain-FeingoId, originally did
essentially the same thing. However, it
has gradually been whittled away to be
so full of loopholes that the supporters
of reform in Congress have enthusiastically described it as "better than nothing." The bill still bans soft money.
However, it has been rid of one of the
most important reforms — that which
prohibits the use of compulsory union
dues for political purposes. This, in effect, was a provision that allowed workers freedom of political association,
something that has long been denied
them by the fact that the unions take the
dues and use them for political campaigning. Granted, this does superficially appear as primarily a Republican
goodie. However, it is important because,
regardless of who benefits, it is important that individuals are not compelled
to contribute to political causes they oppose.
While one of the greatest hurdles that
must be overcome before substantive reform can really be implemented is a suitable definition of the place of political
parties in the American system, the currerit bill is good and should be passed.
While I don't advocate the creation of a
system in which there are close to 500
political parties, as in many European
countries, I do believe that election laws
in this country ought to be more permissive in terms of ballot access. This would
• ensure an independent movement capable of supplanting one of the major
parties could really grab hold, rather
than being sidelined by laws that give
Republicans and Democrats a monopoly.
Nonetheless, the big issue now is passing "substantive reform that covers soft
money, and the rest of the biggest of the
abuses of the current system. So call
your congressman, or anybody else's.
Otherwise, there may not be much of a
system to save fifty years from now.

Please Consider Buildings And Grounds
One of Trinity's Hardest Working Departments Remains Its Most Disregarded
BY BETH MILIER-LEE

Opinion Editor

You see it every morning, if you get up
early enough. In your dorms, on the
quad, everywhere. Garbage. Beer bottles
and trash that someone couldn't be bothered to throw out. If you don't get up
early enough you won't see the mess (unless you never went to bed and have to
make that embarrassing walk home in
last night's clothes). You won't see the
mess because Trinity employs people to
deal with it.
.
~
If you happen to be up at about 7:00
AM, for whatever reason, you will see
Buildings and Grounds (B&G) employees in green golf carts with garbage bags
driving around campus picking up
student's trash. If you get into the shower
early enough, you will see BSrG workers
picking up your pizza box littered hallway. They also clean up the beer spills,
broken glass, vomit, and other bathroom
spooge we leave behind. Not a fun job, I
imagine. B&G workers do this everyday,
weekends included, when most of us are

still sleeping it off or trying to find our
socks to go home and sleep it off.
It is their job after all. 1 appreciate not
having to clean the bathroom or sweep
the hallways. B&G does a hell of a job as

far as I am concerned, but I like to do my
part. Tmanage to get my trash into the
can and don't willfully destroy bottles or
property on campus. I even use the recycle bin. Most other students do the
same. Most students respect that the
people who clean up after us work for a
living and don't need to have their job
made any more unpleasant than absolutely necessary. Some students don't
seem to realize this and they make the
rest of us look real ly bad.

I was chatting with a fellow student
this summer who told me he smashed
bottles now and again against random
Trinity walls. He had a kind of no big
deal attitude about it. Considering the
other crimes that happen on this campus, like rape, it does pale in comparison.
But why do it? The first week of school
one glass doorway to Mather Hall was
smashed in. Are your parents wondering where their $30,000/year goes? How
much do you think it costs to replace
glass doors and windows, regularly, on
campus? How much do you think the
B&G crew makes an hour? (Probably not
enough to make cleaning up vomit really
worthwhile, I'm guessing).
Anyone caught destroying property or
throwing garbage around should have to
work on the morning work crews for a
few weeks, better yet, for a few weekends.
In lieu of that, clean up after yourselves.
It is not cool to be a vandal or a slob. It is
not cool to waste money that we could
use for academics, clubs, and sports or
maybe even a break in student fees. Trinity is our home. We should all act like
we know that.
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& Philosophy
BY CHRISTIAN SORACE

f Opinion Writer

If you breathe in the air outside of the
freshman dorms at Trinity, you smell
something other than the standard
stench of cigarettes and stale spilled beer.
You breathe in something more beautiful than heavy cologne or week-old Chinese food; the odor of existentialism. We
freshman are finally being hit by how
alone we really are in the next four years
of work and alcoholic expectations gone
wrong. This concept is not negative,
though; it is simply a psychological stage
all freshmen must go through.
This stage is more complex than
homesickness; it is something I call "cyclical pessimism." Let me explain. On
Monday the week commences with an
insurmountable amount of work. The
work here is perpetual. We freshmen are
coming to the realization that we have
to not only work; we have to make it a
fifteen hour a day, monetarily
unrewarded, job. With the epiphany of
this notion, freshmen drag their newly
matriculated arses though the week,
flooded by work, waiting in anticipation
of the "week-end." The week-end: a time
of respite, a time of being drunk, and a
time of meeting new people who are
equally drunk. The weekend used to
promise well-deserved hedonist pleasure
after a week of reading Nietzsche and
figuring out symbolic logic, but now it

falls short of fulfilling its promise. I have
seen freshmen crying, hanging out of
windows, yelling, bickering, sitting
alone drinking beers in their room, listening to R.E.M's "Everybody Hurts," for
af
ing hour on repeat! Oh wait,
maybe that was me. Only kidding...
Why does this happen, one might ask?
This happens because everyone is
searching for "amore." To have someone
care greatly ameliorates feelings of estrangement in a new environment. But
what people do not really understand is
that drinking makes problems with
members of the opposite sex, or lack
thereof, worse. In American pop college
culture, a good night is measured on
whether or not "somebody got some ass,"
or as a female would more politically
correctly phrase it, "met someone interesting." The unlucky ones retire to their
rooms drunk and sexually frustrated to
Michael Stipe begining to croon, "'Cause
everybody cries ..."
Monday morning rolls around and
you feel even more tired, jaded, and bitter than you did on Friday. And you
wonder why your so-called designated
time of "respite" and alcoholic enjoyment was spent in bitter psychological
frustration. Then you start the cycle all
over again. That is what I call "cyclical
pessimism;" to know life is shit, and to
look forward to it repeating itself next
week.
Don't get me wrong; I think this is a
beautiful thing. After the first couple of
weeks people will start to understand
that they truly are alone and be happy
with their individuality. Freshman will
eventually develop a vocational passion
and be'in love with being consumed by
their work.
I do not like to refer to myself as an
"existential alcoholic." 1 prefer the title
"connoisseur ot fine beverages." I love it
here. Things will get better as we freshmen conquer this stage of cyclical pessimism. Personally, I think my next four
years will be great.
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Too Many Adjuncts Are Preventing
Trinity From Reaching Its Goals

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR

Editor'sNote This article is being rerun to this week's issue due to incorrect editing in the September 21 issue.

To the Editor:

DR.

EUGENE E. LEACH

Featured Opinion Writer

One of the consolations of
advancing age is the realization
that lots of things aren't so complicated, after all. Pressed under
the weight of accumulated experience, certain things come to
seem pretty simple. Two examples:
A liberal arts college is not a
research university. Neither can
be, nor should try to be, the
other.
' Every organization needs a
clear purpose. An organization
may have several purposes, but
it can't afford to have them
working at cross-purposes. One
should be the boss purpose.
Shuffle those two together
and you get: The primary purpose of a liberal arts college is
undergraduate liberal arts education. Its secondary purpose is
research. The primary purpose
of a research university is research. Its secondary purpose is
undergraduate education.
Does this sound too obvious?
(Is this why you're at Trinity
and not at the University of
Wisconsin or Boston University?) Don't bet on it.
Last year I served on a faculty
committee that was having
trouble deciding on its agenda.
Some members wanted to do
some things,others.others. Trying to find ppipts of a ^ e a n e r ^
I proposed what I thought was
an easy one- The primary purpose of a liberal arts college is
the liberal education of undergraduates. One colleague detected in this proposition a
threat to faculty research and
objected to it. The others, evidently depressed by the terrible
complexity of my statement,
had no opinion.
The inability to agree on the
college-ness of Trinity College
is, in my experience, a common
condition here. No leadership
comes from our leaders: I can't
remember the last time a dean
of the faculty (the head of the
academic program) affirmed
our character as a place where
the educational needs of undergraduates come first and faculty research comes second.
This is very bad news. It is
causing the erosion of qualities
that should distinguish Trinity
from a research university. It is
jeopardizing our greatest asset,
our strength in liberal education.
Liberal education depends on
intensive and sustained dialogue between faculty and students, with the objective of
bringing students closer to the
conversational—or say, educational—level of the faculty. If
this is true, and it is, undergraduate liberal education can
happen only with difficulty at
a research university, the structure of which discourages conversation in every detail. The
classes are too large, the impersonality too great, the advising
too perfunctory, the faculty
hired with too little regard for
their ability and desire to communicate with undergraduates.
In fact, tenured research university faculty don't do much

undergraduate teaching. They
leave most of that low-status
work to graduate students and
adjunct instructors (those who
are not tenured or on a tenuretrack appointment). And often
they just leave, taking years off
to pursue their investigations.
The typical research university
in 1999 has a two-tier faculty:
tenured faculty specializing in
the main mission, research;
untenured adjuncts and grad
students doing the secondary
stuff, dealing with the undergraduates.
Thank heaven that's not the
pattern at Trinity, you say. It's
not. . But we're on our way.
Though no graduate students
teach here, Trinity does rely on
adjunct instructors. A lot.
Buckle up for some nasty statistics.
A 1995 "Curriculum Committee Report on Adjunct Faculty" showed that in the early
1990s Trinity employed an average of about 100 adjunct instructors each year, roughly

adjunct instructors considerably more than any of the elite
colleges it likes tocompare itself
to. The 1998"Comparative Portrait" states: "We have the highest student/full-time faculty
ratio [which is another way of
saying, the most extensive use
of adjuncts] among our 13-college comparison group." In
1997-98:
Trinity employed 64 shortterm adjuncts and visitors and
53 long-term adjuncts and visitors, for a total of 127. (Notice
this issubstantially up from the
adjunct-dependency figures for
the early 1990s, reported above.)
Trinity's ratio of students/fulltime faculty was 13.76.
Bates College (the school with
the next highest ratio, 12.99)
employed 40 short-term adjuncts and 19 long-termers, for
a total of 59.
Colby College employed 24
short-termers and 27 longtermers, for a total of 51. Colby's
ratio was 12.4.
Wesleyan—with 1000 more

But surely.Jhe pattern of growing reliance
on adjuncts is one Trinity shares with all
the other top liberal arts colleges. Alas
and alack, not so.
half of them "true adjuncts"— students than Trinity—eminstructors with less than three ployed 68 short-termers and 15
years of service at the College long-termers, for a total of 83.
and no continuing affiliation Their ratio was 12.15.
heF&< Jhe Curriculum Commit-,, Amherst emplpyed 36 shorttee found that overall, adjunct term adjuncts and 11 long-term
faculty taught roughly 40% of adjuncts, for a total of 47. Their
all the courses at the College, ratio was 10.44.
Williams employed 40 shortwith "true adjuncts" teaching
roughly 20% of all courses. This term adjuncts and no long-term
adjuncts. Their ratio was 10.14.
is not chopped liver.
Defining "adjuncts" some- Let us turn to another, more
what more stringently, a 1998 public exhibit of adjunct and
"Comparative Portrait of part-time dependency—the tooTrinity's Academic Program," famous U.S. News and World
prepared by several administra- Report ranking of the country's
tors, reported that "adjunct and "Best National Liberal Arts Colvisiting faculty constitute 31% leges," published on August 30.
of the College's teaching Trinity clocked in at #22. The
strength in 1997-98 and taught "percentage of faculty who are
full time" at Trinity is listed as
over 24% of all enrollments."
•85%.
Not a single college
1 mean no blanket disparageranked ahead of Trinity is listed
ment of adjunct instructors. To
as having a lower full-time-facthe contrary, Trinity's adjunct ulty percentage; only one
faculty effectively serve the (Wellesley) has a full-time permain mission of the College. centage of less than 90%.
Almost all of them specialize in Among the U.S. News top forty
teaching, often while replacing colleges—the 21 above us, us,
regular faculty on leave. Some and the 18 below us—only two
professors classified as adjuncts (Barnard and Bard) have fullare continuing contract faculty time percentages lower than
who have taught here with dis- Trinity's.
tinction for many years. But
How about the "comparison
whatever the talents and virtues of adjunct people, they are colleges" mentioned above? At
not permanent members of the • Amherst, the #2 school accordcommunity. "True adjuncts" ing to U.S. News, 94% of the faccome and go at an accelerating ulty is full-time; at Williams
rate (enabling the regular fac- (#3), 95%; at Wesleyan (#10),
ulty they replace to do likewise). 96%; at Colby (#18), 97%; at
On the whole, liberal arts col- Bates (#23), 96%. Trinity at
leges are best served by full- #22? Is that #22 with a bullet,
time, tenure-track faculty who or a rock?
Is Trinity striving to check its
have secure careers appropriately balanced between teach- drift away from the liberal arts
ing and research. The best college model? Is it trying to reliberal arts colleges try to mini- duce its dependence on admize their dependence on ad- juncts and fortify its tenured
faculty's commitment to its core
junct faculty. .
But surely, you say, the pat- liberal educational mission?
tern of growing reliance on ad- Not so you'd notice, despite the
juncts is one Trinity shares with passel of studies and inquiries
all the other top liberal arts col- and pledges on the adjunct issue
dating back to the early 1990s. I
leges.
Alas and alack, not so. The will turn to that disheartening
topic on another Tuesday.
truth is that Trinity depends on

Second Amendment

Was Misquoted

as having the condition of the
need for a militia, and use that to
the
amendment's
In last week's issue of the Tripod, imply
a poorly written article commit- "datedness". This is simply not
ted a great injustice against our na- true, and the author here has
tion. The Features section did a given in to the hype. A major role
point/counterpoint on the topic of the free-press is to expose the
of gun control. The pro-writer truth in society. Instead, the auargued something about modern thor of this article has given in to
times dictating the needs for gun the lies. The misquotation of the
control. The con-writer at- United States Constitution simply furthers a vicious rumor that
tempted to argue for the rights of
the individual However, it wasac- clouds a very straightforward istually in the con section that the sue.
injustice took place: the ConstituThis misquote also says sometion of the United States was mis- thing about the author's attitude
quoted!
towards our beloved nation. He,
The second amendment to the like many others, takes American
Constitution of the United States rights and liberties for granted. I
approached the author alter the
reads:
"A well regulated militia, being Tripod's publication to point out
necessary to the security of a free the misquotation, and he only
State, the right of the people to shrugged and gave me a blank
keep and bear Arms, shall not be stare: "oh, well" he said. Well, it is
quite a shame that people who
infringed."
The writer of the con urtide have no respect for the document
quoted the second amendment of which guarantees American libthe United States Constitution as: erties could have influence in
"In order to secure a full and their alteration. It is about time
proper militia, the right of the people start respecting our foundpeople to bear arms shall not be ing fathers for designing a great
system. The causes of the overinfringed"
The "well regulated militia" bureaucracy and untruths that
clause and the "bear Arms" clause plague our system today are not
are in fact separated. There is no born from the past. Molding the
contraction or if-then statement constitution to "fit the times"does
that implies correlation between not imply stripingit of American
the two clauses. The right of the ideals. The Constitution is not
people to keep and bear arms is a meant to change, which is why it
proclamation. The right of the takes a vote of 75% of congress.
states to hold a well-regulated mi- Many of our ancestors fought and
litia is also stated as a proclama- died to preserve the notion of the
tion. The militia is listed as rightsof the individual. It is about
necessary because the United time people start respecting that.
States is a union of 50 free states,
It wouldn't matter if the
not one nation run by a military article's misquote had come from
commanded by the centralized the main body of the Constitugovernment elitists. Slates are in- tion or [rom one of the other
dependent^ by definition, and the amendments; the problem lies in
union is a 'voluntary one. The the author's disrespectful apUnited States of America was proach to the document itself.
founded on the rights of the indi- "Oh, well," is not appropriate.
vidual. By not properly slating the People must not just make up
second amendment, the author re- something that sounds like it
ally took away from his argument. would be true, when supposedly
Misquoting the Constitution of quoting from the most sacred
the United States does a lot more document in our nation's history
than take away from the author's other than the Bible. The mistake
article, however. This misquota- made in that article should have
tion seems to address the author's been caught and is inexcusable.
pre-conceived interpretation of
the second amendment. Pro-gun Sincerely,
control rhetoric includes an interpretation of the right to bear arms Christopher R. Herb '01

Boredom Is No Excuse For Violence
To the Editor:

Withcocaine in order to get into
a party, something on this campus needs to change.
It is easy to blame the insane
circumstances of Saturday night
on the lack of an alcohol-related
gatheringat the party barn. However, I believe that the problem
was not that there was "nothing
to do". The problem was the students and their expressions of
violence in lieu of boredom.
Allow me to revisit my question: are we that disconnected
with each other that we willingly
hurt our fellow students? There
are a number of issues that one
can touch upon in this letter:
sexual assault on campus, drinking problems of students, fraternities and their role on campus,
and so on. But I wish to focus on
one; civility. Not to sound simplistic/but do we not all attend
the same classes, go to the same
parties, and, ultimately, will
graduate from the same college?
Is there REALLY any reason to
vent our frustrations out on others by any violent means?
Hopefully, the weekend's activities have not set the pace for
the rest of the year. I would simply like to blame it on the full
moon. Prove me right, Trinity.

" I am writing this as a disenchanted senior. Let me begin by
explaining my discontent. First,
this past Saturday was the most
disgusting display of boredom I
have ever witnessed. Second, we
are adults, not second graders. We
should not resort to childish acts
if we are not kept entertained at
all times. Last, I would like to pose
a question. Are we that disconnected with each other on this
campus that we are readily willing to hurt one another?
I witnessed a number of horrifying events this Saturday. This is
not the venue to expose those
events or the individuals responsible for them, but the actions behind those events are relevant to
every member of this college. To
give a quick summary, 1 was sexually harassed; I witnessed the most
twisted exchange of words, fists,
and blood in my three years here,
and my friend was sexually assaulted. 1 was outside, wandering
around Vernon Street (like everyone else on Saturday) for a mere
forty-five minutes when this all
occurred. It scares me to think
that after a fight-rekted death last
week, people still have not learned
the consequences of a fist-fight.
When people I have known since Sincerely,
my first-year start threatening
others and trying to bribe people Sarah Nethercote '00
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Trinity Health Center Aims To Improve Services
continued from page one
and accidents is covered by the
policy exclusively. Thus a student will not have to explain
how they fell into a planter in
the hotel's courtyard.
The policy is expected to
prove very effective in the future, considering the additional
services being provided by the
Health Center. Providing adequate protection to students at
all times is of high importance
to the college. While they are
relatively uninvolved as to what
kind of care can be provided
off-campus, a considerable effort has been made over the
years to staff the Center with
highly qualified personnel.
Martha Burke, the Director, and
Patricia Goddard are both
Nurse Practitioners working

Pharmaceuticals through either Arrow pharmacy or Hartford Hospital, drugs which
would otherwise be up to the
students to find.
In response to student inquiries about seeing an MD, the Center has obtained the services of
a physician who will be oncampus for appointments 2
hours a day, several days per
week. This action was taken to
provide a valuable service here
on campus, and to cover some of
the problems of being away
from home.
Rather than leave students to
pay for and arrange checkups
with their own doctors, the center, now is able to use the insurance policy to cover the
expenses, allowing students to
see a doctor when needed.

under the employment of the
College. Nurse Practitioners are
registered nurses who have
gone on to specialize in providing health care and education
about health care. Burke specializes in adult primary care
with asubspecialty ingynecology and also holds admitting
privileges at nearby St. Francis
Hospital.
The Health Center also has
four R.N.'s employed by the college, Kristine Aseltine, Veronica,
Manteljill Gauthier and Lynn
Yirga. Additional staff include a
full-time secretary, Jeanette
Gomez and Joyce O'Dea, a Nutritionist.
The presence of a Nurse Practitioner enables the Center to
not only administer injections,
but also prescribe and obtain

The Hea\th Center is implementing changes to improve health care on campus.

Russia

Considers
Ground Force
in Chechnya

Akhmed AJsagov said 20,000
refugees have already arrived in
the neighboring republic and
more were on the way. "The
Ingush authorities are not ready
to accept so many refugees,"
Alsagov said. "We are on the
brink of a humanitarian disaster." He predicted 100,000 refu:
gees could arrive in Ingushetia
in the next few days. ITAR-Tass
news agency said the guerrillas
escaped. "We failed to block the
armed criminals and they escaped," a spokesman at the provisional . press center in
Makhachkala said. "At present,
crack police are searching for
them, but the search is difficult
because it is going on in the
mountains."

MOSCOW (CNN) - While
Russia's air force targeted more
of what it called "terrorist" installations in Chechnya Sunday,
RussianDefense Minister Igor
Sergeyev said a ground operation in the breakaway republic
was a possibility. "Thereareseveral plans for a ground operation," Sergeyev said, according
to Interfax news agency.
"Which one will be chosen will
. depend on the situation. The
main goals are to eliminate the
bandits and create a sufficiently
deep safety zone around
Dili Vote For
Chechnya."
independence
But public opinion in Russia
has shifted recently on the heels
Prompts
of Chechen-led Islamic incurs
Violence
sions into
neighboring
Dagestan and a series of terror- . /DILL East Timor (CNN) -tA.
ist bombings in Moscow and li.N. team's aerial survey of re-"
other Russian cities. Russia has mote areas of East Timor found,
blamed the bombings,'which' massive'destruction Sunday;'
have killed more than 300 confirming some of the hupeople.'o'n'Igramic militants manitarian mission's worst
who want to "establish an inde- fears about the aftermath of a
p.endent Islamic state in murderous militia campaign
Dagestan." ;• ••: -•
to keep the territory in the ;
Interfax said the fourth day of hands of Indonesia.
airstrikes targeted the Chechen
An Australian-led internacapital, Grozny, where an oil re- tional peacekeeping force enfinery and a television tower tered the territory last week
were hit in previous raids. Wit- and has secured Dili. But
nesses reported explosions and Sunday's helicopter tour
jets flying: overhead in the showed that many towns outsouthern part of town. Interfax side the capital were razed by
also said a series of airstrikes militias angered over an overwas carried out in other parts of whelming vote by the East
Chechnya. The airstrikes have Timorese for independence.
forced thousands of Chechen Tens of thousands of East
civilians to flee the republic, Timorese fled into the hills as
many reportedly heading for the militias torched their
the border with Ingushetia. Act- towns.
ing Ingush Prime Minister
Earlier this year, Indonesian

HANNAH GANT

President BJ. Habibie agreed to
allow the East Timorese to hold
a referendum on the territory's
future.
Claiming the U.N.-organized
vote was unfair, pro-Indonesian
militias went on a rampage
while Indonesian troops stood
idly by and sometimes took part

in the terror campaign.
Bowing to considerable international pressure, Habibie
agreed to allow a multinational
force into East Timor to restore'
order and to withdraw the majority of its forces. Indonesia is
to formally hand over command of the.territory to the
'Australian-led mission on
Monday. •/ • ; .
:

'About;. 1,500 Indonesian
troops will remain in East
' Timor Until November, when a
:
government^assembly is to
ratify the voteMlitiamen have
also withdrawn from much of
East Timor, but many have
massed in the Indonesian territory West Timor, vowing to return.

Changes in the Health Center
are not something students are
completely familiar with. Staff
at the office is interested in
making themselves as accommodating to the students as

"We have the capacity to give out over-thecounter medicines, antacids, and now even
six types of antibiotics."- Jill Gauthier, R.N.
possible.
Jill Gauthier, R.N. talked
about the motivation behind
the Center. "Existing on a college campus, we feel we have a
responsibility to .educate students as well. When you leave
here you need to know how to
maintain medical care for yourself. It's up to us to make sure
you're informed."
"I was excited about the
change," said Goddard. "1 agree
that it's up to this office to provide that kind of education outside the classroom. This will, of
course, enable us to do that job
better."
Confidentiality is a big concern for the staff. However the
staff makes certain that the
same rules followed by -TCERT
and the counseling center are
followed in the Health Center.
Another concern of students
is the availability of medicine..
"We have the capacity to give
out over-the counter medicine,
antacids, and now even sixtypes of antibiotics," commented Jill Gauthier, R,N.
"When you come in to see us,
you aren't going to be given

to learn about being responsible.
when taking care of themselves,
and doing so correctly. They
have to know that pills are not
always the solution. Using the
example of antibiotics, they are
not going to cure a viral infection. We want the students to
know that we will be happy to
give out the right medicine they
need to get better."
Burke, new to the Trinity
community this year, has been
a major advocate for the policies
on insurance and health care on
campus. "One of the biggest
concerns I have is that students
won't come to me requesting
changes they want," said Burke.
"But for whatever reasons they
had for that in the past, I want
that to change. My hope is that
from a student perspective, the
addition of the physician on
campus daily, illness management and overall wellness will
be addressed in a more accommodating and effective manner.
So the hope is that students will
feel comfortable helping to institute the changes that make
themselves feel more welcome
at the Health Center.".

tions and the magistrate who
will hear his case.
But this week's extradition
hearing is the main forum in
which Magistrate Ronald Bartle
considers whether the general
should be sent to Spain to face
trial for alleged human rights
abuses during his 1973-1990
iron-fisted rule.
Spanish judge Baltasar
Garzon wants to try Pinochet in
the torture and deaths of over
3,000 people, including dozens
of Spaniards, mostly during the
early part of his rule.
One report said that if Bartle
rules against Pinochet, the general might abandon further appeals and instead ask Home
Secretary Jack Straw to block
his extradition on humanitarian grounds, given his advanced
age and reportedly frail health.
But it seemed unlikely
, Pinochet's lawyers would drop
all courtroom appeals short of
an iron-clad guarantee from the
Labor government that his extradition would be blocked. —
and government officials have
insisted no such deal is on the
cards.

radio address an hour alter
Clinton's, said that his party
would keep pushing for a substantial tax break and keep the
Clinton White House from "a
maximum increase in spending." The Clinton White House
has regularly threatened to veto
all Republican tax plans this
year.
It happened again Friday
when the House Ways and
Means Committee began moving a five-year, $23.3 billion
measure to renew expiring tax
credits and ensure that millions
of middle-class taxpayers don't
become liable for the alternative
minimum tax. The individual
items in the package have
strong bipartisan support, but
Treasury Secretary Lawrence
Summers told Democrats privately he would recommend a
veto by Clinton because the
measure would consume part
of the projected budget surplus
before other priorities are met.
That infuriated House Republicans, who accused Clinton
and Democrats of using the "extenders" package as a bargaining chip in larger spending and
tax battles.
The Ways and Means Committee approved the extenders
package on a strict party-line
vote after defeating a Democratic alternative that would
have paid the costs by closing
several corporate tax shelters.
Most of the bill would be paid
for by using projected budget
surpluses, but its $1,5 billion
cost in fiscal 2000 would be offset by raising taxes on high-in-.
come individuals for that year
only. Also to save money, companies would be "suspended"
from taking the research and
development credit until October 1,2000.

President
Clinton Vetoes
Republican
Tax Bill

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton defended his veto
of a major GOP tax bill, saying
in his Saturday radio address
that the package was "just too
LONDON, Sept. 26 (Reuters) big, too bloated."
The president vetoed the 10— The formal hearing on
whether Chile's Augusto year, $792 billion tax cut ThursPinochet should be sent to stand, day but said he might sign a
trial in Spain opens in a British smaller package.
court on Monday amid fresh
GOP House Speaker Dennis
speculation about his legal op- Hastert (R-Illinois), in the GOP's

Pinochet
Faces
Extradition

medicine you don't need. Antibiotics or other medication on
demand is bad medicine, and
that's something we want the
student to understand. In our
role as educators we want them
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OTHER SCHOOLS
SI ydertt Foynd
Dead In tJniw- of
Michigan Dorm
(U-WIRE) EAST LANSING, Michigan
— The former Michigan State University
student found dead in the basement of
South Wonders Hall suffocated after becoming trapped in an unused cooler unit,
law enforcement officials said Thursday.
"We're able to state at this time the
death was not a homicide," said
Kathaleen Price, Ingham County Chief
Assistant Prosecutor, at a news conference Thursday afternoon.
An autopsy was performed Thursday
morning indicating that oxygen deprivation caused the death, said MSU police
Chief Bruce Benson. No signs of foul play
were found, but officials are still waiting
for toxicology reports, which could indicate if any alcohol or drugs were in the
man's system.
"There were no obvious signs of assault to the young man's body," he said.
"It appears to be an accidental death situation."
The body was that of a 23-year-old
black man who was a student at MSU
between January 1997 and May 1998,
Benson said. The man lived in either
Snyder Hall or Phillips Hall while a student but had never lived in Wonders,
Benson said.
The man also once lived in Lansing
but used his parents', address on his license.
A Wonders Hall assistant manager
found the body Wednesday while
searching an unused kitchen for the
source of a strange odor. Some students
had complained of the odor for several
days. The kitchen, used as a snack bar
about eight years ago, is now used for
storage and is adjacent to a 24-hour
study lounge. The body was found in a
sitting position along with some personal items, Benson said.
The man was tentatively identified by
a Michigan driver's license he was carrying, Benson said. Police are waiting to
release a name until the identity can be
confirmed by dental records and all family members are notified.
Benson said the storage room is normally kept locked but was not locked at
the time the body was found. "It appears
the young man gained access to that
storage area normally kept locked,"
Benson said. "He may have then climbed

Construction Continues

into the cooler and the door closed after
him." The refrigerator unit is about 5 feet
high, 2.5 feet deep and 3.5 feet wide. The
unit's door latches when closed and cannot be opened from the inside.
"We feel he may have banged on the
door or pushed on the door to get that
open," Benson said. He said the last
known sighting of the man was Sept. 13
*on campus by someone who found his
identification and returned it to him, but
the man was never reported missing.
Morning classes in Wonders were
canceled Thursday while workers used
fans to circulate the air to remove the
odor.

Baylor University
Professor
Receives Grammy
Nomination

Construction continues near the Austin Arts Center.

HANNAH GANT

for approval in January, and a starting
continued from page one
Preliminary construction is also un- date for the actual construction will be
derway on an expansion to the library. set. It is anticipated that it will take two
(U-WIRE) WACO, Texas - Michael The sectioned off pit of dirt outside the years to complete the construction, durJacobson, associate professor of music at library is where the relocation of the ing which the library will remain open
Baylor University, received a Grammy underground utilities is taking place. during its normal hours.
Award nomination for his saxophone Thomas comments, "Before any building
Other building projects underway on
rendition of John Harbison's "San Anto- could begin, all utilities needed to be campus include a new Admissions and
nio." The nomination is for Best Instru- moved and upgraded."
Career Services Center, which will overmental Soloist Performance, Without
Eventually the library will become a look the playing fields on the northeastOrchestra.
"Learning Resource Center" with im- ern boundary of the Chapel quadrangle.
The piece was performed and re- proved and varied study space and more The building will be home to Admiscorded in the summer of 1998 in Mary electronic connectivity. The overall ap- sions, Financial Aid, and Career Services
Gibbs Jones Concert Hall with accom- proach is to centralize all the academic on campus. The construction will start
paniment by Dr. Brian Marks, lecturer in resources on campus.
this October, and will take one year to
piano. "The nomination was for me, but
The computer center and its support complete.
I could not have done it without Brian," services will be moved to the expanded
Planning for improvements to the
Jacobson said. "Brian and I premiered the library, along with the language labs. Austin Arts Center are underway, with
piece in December of 1993 here on cam- The plans include a "grand reading intentions to renovate and expand the
pus. The piece was composed by John room," which will have a cathedral ceil- venue. Also, Thomas says work on the
Harbison,... a Pulitzer Prize-winning ing and many areas for private and quad between Austin Arts and Mather
composer from MIT in Boston.
group study. The plans for the library Hall is planned to better facilitate a
In December of 1993, "San Antonio" .--will go before the Trustees of the College "sense of student gathering" for the area.
, was simultaneously premiered all over
the country. "It is a very complex interplay between the saxophone and piano,"
Marks said.
Marks is excited for Jacobson and to
be involved in such a well-regarded performance. "This is the first time I've ever
been associated with something like
this," Marks said. "It's very exciting.
http'y/www.trincoll.edu/zines/tripod/
Jacobson really gave a great performance."
"This particular project was on a compilation CD called America's Millennium Tribute to Adolthe Sax," Marks
said. "Adolthe Sax, of course, was the inventor of the saxophone."
A long elimination process will
stretch across the next several months.

Colman McCarthy of the Washington
Post Speaks to Campus Community
On Sept 20, Colman McCarthy, a
Washington Post journalist and the director of the Center for Teaching Peace
in Washington D.C addressed Trinity in
a lecture entitled "How to Be a Good
Peacemaker". This Community Outreach Program sponsored event educated the audience not only about
nonviolence in the international arena,
but about poverty and the importance of
education.
Gandhi once said, "poverty is the worst
form of violence". Colman McCarthy devotes his time and energy to work for
peace. He believes that "nonviolence
force is always stronger than violent
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force" and that "peace is the result of love".
A left-wing columnist, a pacifist and
an anarchist, Colman McCarthy has
been voted "Professor of the Year" twice,
has written five books and has run eighteen marathons. Colman McCarthy
teaches that the combination of dedication, commitment, love, truth and justice
can resist the physical force of fists and
guns. Colman McCarthy came to Trinity with a vision to make it a peace studying school. He suggested the possibilities
of starting a peace degree program, to
buy the collective works of Gandhi,
which totals ninety-five books, or to buy
a peace teacher as a class gift.
-Compiled by Jennifer Leunj

Haven't nun the
Installer Yet?

No problem! You can still get
all your news and reviews
online every week with
Trinity's two premiere online
publications. You'll never
have to walk to Mather again.

Write for
Gall Ann and Renay at x2583
or
stop by the Tripod Office
Tuesday evenings at 8:30.

http://www.trlsicoSI.eclu/ziiies/tj/
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Marriott Employees Negotiate New Contract
continued from page one

oed similar sentiments, commenting, "It is hard to teach valcoverage.
ues in a classroom and not work
The third decisive issue is
to make them real. We cannot
wages. The Faculty Labor Combe bystanders to something that
mittee (FLAC) earlier this
is such a part of our lives. We
month distributed fliers comare trying to create a culture
paring the wages of Trinity Colwhere the rights of the workers
"We are trying to create a culture where the are not trampled on."
Julia Altieri '02, a member
rights of the workers are not trampled on." of the Student Labor Action
Professor Vijay Prashad, Assistant Professor Committee, stated, "I just feel it's
of International Studies
important to be involved for the
workers. They work very hard
lege food service workers with Trinity community, and sepa- for us, and we all know and inthose of other academic institu- rate petitions were circulated teract with them everyday. It's
tions. For example, a baker at among the faculty and student clear they're not getting what
Trinity, according to the flier, body. 105 faculty members, or they deserve."
makes $11.50 an hour, while approximately two-thirds,
Addressing the interest of the
someone holding the same po- signed a version of the petition, faculty and student in the negosition at the University of Hart- while more than 370 students tiations, Small stated that he felt
ford is paid $15.80 per hour.
signed a third version that was the petitions were handled professionally. "Students, faculty,
jon Small, Director of circulated.
Sodexho Marriott, admitted
Explaining his motivations and the company are out for the
that while wages differ between for becoming involved with employees' best interest," he
Trinity and other schools, this is FLAC, Pfeil states that he is "try- commented.
due largely to the fact that food ing to provide support for a just
Explaining his motivations
service employees at the college cause."
for becoming involved with
have only held a contract with
Assistant Professor of Inter- FLAC, Pfeil states that he is "trySodexho-Marriott for three national Studies Vijay Prashad, ing to provide support for a just
years. Food service workers at another member of FLAC, ech- cause."
The administration, according to Pfeil, has not become involved with the negotiations or
Wesleyan, he notes, have held a
contract with their employer for,
15 years. This is not a process
that happens overnight," added
Small.
The contract negotiations
have attracted the interest of the

The Beat

appeared to have taken a side.
Pfeil stated, "The administration would be happier if food
service employees and Marriot
worked it out themselves."
Small states that SodexhoMarriott is "negotiating in good
faith" to create a fair and equitable contract. "At this point,"
said Small, "it's going well. The
fact that there hasn't been a disruption on the campus is a sign
of good negotiations."
Villegas states that Marriot is
negotiating in good faith "to an
extent." Addressing the current
status of the negotiations, he
stated, "They're at a point where
they're willing to make movement on wages, insurance, and
pensions, but they are stuck on
the non-economic issues."
Villegas added that while employees do not expect their demands to be completely met,

Sodexho-Marriot's three-year
contract with Trinity to provide
food service expires in June of
2000. Small stated that the negotiations, if they proceed
smoothly, are not likely to affect
Sodexho-Marriott's contract
with the school.
Despite the recent problems
negotiating a new contract,
Villegas believes that working
conditions on the whole have
improved greatly since the
unionization three years ago.
Tuesday marks the last scheduled
meeting
between
Sodexho-Marriott and its employees. Both sides are confident
that a resolution will be
reached. This meeting will be
led by federal mediators.
Local 217 HERE members
met Monday evening to discuss
plans for a rally which will be
held this Saturday on the Main

"Students, faculty, and the company are out
for the employees' best interest"- Jon Small,
Director of Sodexho-Marriott
"We want them to realize that
we are pushing to what other
colleges are at."

Quad. Members of the Trinity
community are invited to attend and show their support.

Invasion From The North
On Saturday, September 19, Patrick Weber, a Colgate student, arrived shortly after 10:00 PM at a party being held at
81 Vernon St. After creating a disturbance, the student was
arrested for disorderly conduct.

Bon't Lose It Iti The Field
House
At approximately 1:15 AM on Friday, September 18, a student reported that her purse was missing after attending a
party, in the field house. The purse contained personal papers and a student ID.
•

Ml Oasa No Es Tu Casa
On Saturday, September 19, a student jeported an unwanted visitor in her room. The visitor was a friend of a
roommate. Campus Safety responded, and the visitor left at
their request.
.

Stealing it Piece By Piece
; At approximately 6:20 PM on Saturday, September 18, two.
young kids were seen carrying a bicycle tire. When questioned by a Campus Safety officer, the boys said they found
the tire and turned it over to the officer. A bike with a missing tire was later found near Northam Dormitory.

Keep Vernon Street Closed
Around 8:15 PM on Friday, September 18, a female student
exiting a shuttle on.Vernon Street ran from the rear of the
vehicle and was struck by a car that was operated by a nother
student proceeding west on Vernon Street. The student who
was hit suffered cuts and abrasions, and was transported to
Hartford Hospital by ambulance. After being held for overnight observation, the student was released and able to attend class the following Monday.

Slap On Hand Administered
On Friday, September 18, an of f-campus party, hosted by a
Greek organization on Allen Street, became disruptive and
prompted neighbors to complain. Neighbors complained of
litter, loud music, and general disrespect for the surrounding area. The case has been forwarded to the Dean of Students Office and the area will be closely monitored by
Campus Safety. Neighbors have been advised to complain to
Hartford Police in addition to Campus Safety.
Notice: Campus Safety will no longer be providing rides to
Union Station on Friday afternoons. The policy, according to
Chief of Campus Safety Brian Kelly, has caused more confu-

Une& For John, Late,Of Trinity .
A •handful of us-knew you
Yet now we are all a part of you
•And you of us
Seventeen years of hopes and dredms still forming
Filled with fdnuly dnd lriends
And a shot dt the iuturc
\our teenage life ending outside a student building
When partying turned to bdiitor
And banter hecdme battering
That biought d distant tdiherdctoss dn otedn
10 unnhyouridcf
Hunk \ou John kn youi years, ihey dre d
I'ortent for us.
V e dud our world were \ nw killei s
\oui hie dnd dctith bring us up short
A<m v\c tan dll register lor d d.iss entitled
Life: Lnu>ma or Mediiing-'
It mdy takeyedrs to earn d pdssuig grade

sion than convenience. Students are advised to take advantage of Hartford cabs.
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Hartford
Hosts African
American Day
Parade
(The Hartford Courant)Marching bands jammed, drill
teams strutted and the crowds
cheered as the sixth annual African American Day Parade
made its way through the city
Saturday. Supporting African
American endeavors brought
several thousand people out to
the parade. Fathers and sons,
grandparents, friends and family lined the several streets in
the parade route, cheering on
the participants.
Beyond featuring brightly
colored floats, drill teams from
across the state and spirited
marching bands, the parade
symbolized the many talents of
African Americans and the
things they value about their
culture. Several churches were
represented,
including
Hartford's Shiloh Baptist
Church and First Cathedral, the
mega Baptist church that recently opened a 3,717- seat sanctuary in Bloomfield. A few
gospel groups also joined the
parade.
The brothers and sisters of
Phi Beta Sigma, Delta Sigma
Theta, Sigma Gamma Rho and
Alpha Phi Alpha were on the
route, representing four alumni
chapters of the eight historically black college fraternities
and sororities. Women from the
Farmington Valley and Greater
Hartford chapters of the Links
participated, representing one
of the many national black elite
societies formed years ago.
A number of groups promot-

ing education were in the parade, including the Friendship
Group of Hartford, led by Sue
Spriggs, which joins several
black cultural groups to help
raise college scholarship money
for area students. The Black Student Union from Capital Community Technical College
entered a float themed "From
Cotton to Education," designed
to symbolize how education
helped advance blacks from
toiling in the cotton fields of the
rural South years ago. The
Johnson C. Smith University
band of Charlotte, N.C., was the
parade stopper, though. The
high- spirited band from one of
the country's many historically
black colleges and universities
jammed on its instruments,
halting frequently to rev up the
crowd with one of its signature
dance performances. Students
-walking alongside the band
also handed out college brochures and application materials.

March 1998, the 35-year-old accountant went on a suicidal
shooting spree in his offices at
the Connecticut Lottery headquarters. Four people died before Beck put the gun to his own
head.
Lawmakers reacted with one
of the toughest gun-seizure
laws on the books. Starting next
month, Connecticut police will
be allowed to confiscate guns
from anyone determined to be
an immediate danger to himself
or others. The law is rooted in
the notion that rampages such
as Beck's are preceded by a detectable descent into madness.
Critics say the law tramples
the Second Amendment and
fear it could lead to unwar-

"This is the kind of event we
need to rally African Americans to show that it's more than
about all the negatives," said
Robert Morris, a former principal at Weaver High School, who
frequently stepped into the parade route along Main Street to
say hello to and shake hands
with friends and acquaintances.

ranted searches and seizures.
Supporters say the standards for
seizing guns are so high the law
will seldom be used. From both
sides, Connecticut's law — apparently the first of its kind —
is attracting attention. Legally
seizing a gun will require more
than suspicion, said state police
Lt. Robert Kiehm. There must
be evidence that the person recently tortured animals, threatened to kill himself or others or
acted violently. A police investigation must conclude there is
no other way to keep the person
from doing harm, and a warrant must be issued by a judge.
The law also requires a hearing within.14 days to determine

CT Passes
Tough Gun
Legislation
HARTFORD, Connecticut
(AP) - Before Columbine High
School, before the Atlanta day
trader offices, before the Jewish
community center in Los Angeles, there was Matthew Beck. In
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whether the gun should be returned. "You need probable
cause just to begin an investigation," Kiehm said. "But it gives
police officers the power to take
some proactive steps instead of
waiting for something to happen." Beck had threatened to
kill his bosses at the lottery several days before the rampage.
His co-workers were so nervous,
one started bringing a gun to
work for his own protection,
said Rep. Michael Lawlor, the
law's sponsor.
Under the new law, if those
co-workers had "called the cops
and said Beck was talking about
guns and making threats, something could have been done before the shooting happened,"

Hartford News

Are you i

Lawlor said.
Gun-rights advocates argue
that allowing police to take
weapons from people who
haven't done anything wrong
violates their Constitutional
right to bear arms "You don't
forfeit your rights just because
you might do something bad,"
said Dennis Fusaro, director of
state legislation for Gun Owners of America. The National
Rifle Association declined to
comment.
The law also could lead to illegal searches, said Rep. Richard
Tulisano. "Now police can say,
'We saw you kick a dog peeing
on your petunias, so now we
could go in your house and look

for guns because you might be
dangerous,"' Tulisano said.
"What happens if they're looking for guns and they find
drugs? This law becomes the
basis for which people could
invade your home." Lawmakers
in other states say the focus on
prevention is the law's strength.
Illinois Rep. Tom Darta, a
Chicago Democrat, said he
plans to introduce a similar Illinois proposal in November.
"The thing that frustrates me is
that when they're pulling bodies out of a house, neighbors are
telling the police 'Yeah, the guy
who shot them was nuts — we
all knew that,"' Dart said. "But
everyone says that there's nothing that they could have done to
stop the shooting."
Steven Duke, a Yale University law professor, said he
doubts the law would have prevented Mark O. Barton from
killing nine people at two brokerage firms in Atlanta in July.
"What guy who wants to shoot
somebody is really going to be
deterred because his pet
weapon has been confiscated?"
Duke asked. But Lawlor said the
new law could stop people like
Benjamin Smith, the white supremacist who killed two
people and wounded nine during a two-state shooting spree
targeting Jews and blacks.
"The value of this law is not
so much that police will seize
your guns," Lawlor said. "It gives
police a system to investigate a
person who poses a threat. If the
police never confiscate a
person's guns, they can at least
look into the person's behavior
and perhaps prevent a tragedy
by intervening."

ed in a career in

V cable television,
entertainment, or the Internet?
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COME HEAR THE NATION'S NO. 1 MOVER AND SHAKER IN THE INDUSTRY:

LEO J. HINDERY
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF AT&T BROADBAND & INTERNET SERVICES
AS HE DELIVERS THE FIRST ANNUAL

"State of the Communications,
Entertainment, and Information Industry'
Wednesday, Sept. 29
7:30 p.m.
Vernon Social Center
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The Caffeinated Buzz on Zuzu's Coffee Shop
Bv KATE BARZUN AND
BETH MILLER-LEE

Restaurant Critics
We were told we were spending too much money on our restaurant reviews, so we decided

Well, actually, this coffee shop wall sconces, the effect being a
offers more than meets the eye. very cozy, comfortable coffee
Zuzu's doubles as a bar and cof- shop. The music can be a bit
fee shop, specializing in both al- loud, but talking is definitely
coholic and virgin coffees. I not a problem.
Since Wednesday happened
happen to know from past experience that if you don't try to - to be the coldest day we've had
order anything alcoholic they so far this year, Beth and I lim-

breath blowing on it. She enjoyed her coffee very much. Unfortunately, there was so much
that some got cold before she
could finish it.
1 ordered the Hazelnut
Cappuccino, which was also
delicious. I did notice that after
a few sips my legs started
twitching, but I imagine that
was just due to lack of sleep. If
you had more studying to do
that night, this drink could be a
preferred study aid to No-Doze,
but if you were planning on getting right to sleep you might
want to choose a slightly less
caffeinated beverage.
The piece de resistance was
the dessert. We ordered, on recommendation, the do-it-yourself S'Mores. At first we thought,
"Gee, how romantic." It comes
in a psuedo-pu-pu platter arrangement: a little pot of flaming blue gel to warm our
marshmallows over, two bam--

boo skewers, ten marshmallows, pieces of graham cracker,
and a bar of Hershey's chocolate. When we'd each warmed
our first glob of white goo and
deftly placed it on the chocolate
covered cracker, we quickly discovered that "romantic" might
not have been the best choice of
words. After one bite we were
both covered in sticky whiteness. This-might be fun on a
fifth or sixth wedding anniversary but probably not on the
first date.
The one problem we encountered was that parking can be
difficult. You may have to walk
a bit if you can't find parking
right on Pratt Street.
Overall, Zuzu's a fun place to
visit for a delicious treat. The
service was friendly and laid
back. Since we haven't reviewed
any other coffee bars, we give
Zuzu's five stars.
I

Need a Date?
Blind Dot© Review.
Zuzu s; a great place for an atmospheric caffeine kick.
since we're always too full for
dessert anyway, we would limit
our report this week to one of
the more popular dessert and
coffee bars in Hartford, Zuzu's.
On Wednesday night Beth and
I ventured into downtown
Hartford to Zuzu's, located at 99
Pratt Street. It says on the door
that you mustbe 21 to enter. You
must be 21 to go drink coffee?

don't card you; however, should ited our drink search to those
you try, and you look like you not advertised as "iced" or "frocould be underage, they will zen". Beth ordered a Mocha
Caramel. It came in the typicard you and ask you to leave.
Zuzu's is two floors high, with cally trendy, giant, white mug.
the main floor fully occupied The coffee was quite good, and
by small tables and the bar. Up we both immediately noticed
a winding set of stairs there are one of its best features; it arrived
beautiful yet mismatched at the perfect temperature for us
chairs at unique Vow tables. It is to be able to drink rigjtit away indimly lit by a chandelier and stead of spending time and
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Fiction Column: / forgot to Change The Calendar
go out. We stayed home, secluded from everyone except the
Features Editor
take-out delivery people. We
cooked French food, played
board games and cards in
I forgot to change the calendar.
French, drank wine and listened
The months flew by and dust
settled on February. My handto French music, and by the end
writing that marked events gone
of the thirty days we no longer
by grew fuzzy from the layer of
referred to our dictionaries durparticles that fell on it like fine
ing every conversation. Later
sand. My calendar was only one
that summer, we flew to France
of the many objects in the room
and spent two magical weeks in
that showed my lack of attenParis.
tion; books rested on the table,
1 gently placed French in
deserted, no longer needed but
Thirty Days on topof The Brothno longer cared enough about to
ers Grimm Fairytales and lowreceive the simple care of being
ered myself, exhausted, onto the
placed back on the shelf. The
sofa.
That sofa was the most exThe dust cast a surreal effect on the books; they seemed attached
dust cast a surreal effect on the
pensive item in the entire apartto the table, growing out of it.
books; they seemed attached to
ment. Anne had seen it in a
the table, growing out of it. The
catalogue and decided she had to
plant hanging in front of the these scratches or burns; my in- thinking them up as we went the thick leather cover and ad- have it. She insisted that I not
many-paned window had died ner pain ran too deep. I woke in along, whispering them into mired the gold calligraphy let- contribute any money, and bemonths ago. 1 couldn't bother to the morning with her name on each other's ear through cupped tering. My eyes that never dried
cause she was not working, I sat
water it. Its lush, heart-shaped my lips, "Anne... oh, Anne." At hands so the rest of the world
dripped tears onto the cover and back in amusement to see how
leaves crisped and curled at the night I fell into a nightmarish,
couldn't hear.
the pages of the book, staining it, she would earn the money. She
edges, their bright pigment turn- exhausted sleep, her face burnBeside the clock sat an African I slammed the cover closed to began a community daycare
ing to the dry, sands tone color of ing into the black wall behind
statuette. Its smooth belly was a protect the fragile pages from center in our living room. She
bone. The birdfeeder dangled my eyes. I left the apartment
lighter shade of brown than the my own clumsiness and called around the neighborhood
outside the window, empty ex- only on rare occasions to drift
dark intricate details carved into abruptly set the book down on and asked parents if they would
cept for four seeds that the birds down the block to the grocery
the wood, as if many people had the coffee table. I picked up an- trust their children to her inhad, in their frenzied search for store on the corner. The old man
food, poked and poked at, wedg- that owned the shop and lived in rubbed the glossy stomach, other volume that opened into stead of to the community
ing them far between the glass a room above it always smiled at wearing off the finish over the eight audiotapes. They brought YMCA., She received very few
tube and the encompassing me. He looked at me like he un- ages. Anne had loved stroking back the day when Anne re- responses; most parents were
piece of metal. The birds left too, derstood my pain. His silent ac- the polished surface, running turned to the apartment with wary of trusting a stranger with
their precious children. I came
finally realizing that their days ceptance and kind face were the her fingers over it again and her eyes glowing.
again,
and
asking
me
questions
"This
summer
after
you
finish
home from work one day to find
of luxury and food in abundance only contact I allowed. I couldn't
were over. There was no trace deal with my parents or friends; about the African gods and what teaching we're going to learn her in tears, punching weakly at
any longer that they once all they did was pity, pity, pity, in the different carved designs rep- French. We are going to do one the ancient, dusty, blue cushion
,
chirped and sang cheerfully grating, harsh tones about things resented. She looked up at me of these thirty-day intensive of our old sofa.
"I hate this thing," she moaned,
from the nearby trees a n d they couldn't understand. I let with the warmest brown eyes, learning things. If we learn it,
bushes, that they had created the answering machine talk to perfectly confident in whatever we're going to France!" I had to tears streaking her face and
homes and cared for babies near them and the door answer their I told her. My eyes roamed about agree; she was so excited and de- staining the worn cushion. I
the room and came to rest on the termined. That summer we did folded her in my arms and held
this continuous flow of food.
knocks.
Eventually they
bookcase. Some of the books it, we learned French. She her until her sobs abated. She
stopped knocking and calling,
My mind registered these
were
ones she'd brought with learned faster than I did and she was so naive, expecting everyone
hoping that something beyond
things, like it did every day, but I
their control would raise me out her from her childhood home. I coached me the whole time. We to rush to her when she had an
didn't care; I couldn't. I wished
walked over to the books and couldn't speak any English or idea. God, I missed that so much.
of my miserable stupor.
for death so much during those
tugged a large, beautifully watch our regular TV shows or
CON'T IN NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE
BY REBECCA BRIAN

horrible days, weeks, and
months after the accident. 1
prayed for release of the pain
that threatened to overwhelm
me. But every time I felt the tide
of pain rising 1 also met an incredible wave of guilt. It washed
over me and knocked me down.
How could I pity myself? I still
opened my eyes in the morning.
I was alive. She wasn't.
Life clung to me like a second
layer of skin, one I couldn't discard, scorching myself in the
shower, scraping at my arms
until they bled. 1 didn't even feel

During the day I did nothing,
line, bound volume
volume of The Brothers
unable to do a thing but sit and Grimm Fairytales off the top
think about her. The spacious shelf. I pictured Anne as a little
apartment held so many memo- girl, sitting in her mother's lap,
ries. Everything caught my at- listening to the fantastic stories
tention and invokes some and seeing them spread out bememory. She gave me the clock fore her in her mind. I flipped
on the mantle for our one-year through the book slowly, noticanniversary. That day had ing for the first time how overmarked 365 days of happiness. colored the pictures were, I
From our first date we'd been fingered the gold-gilded edges,
inseparable, spending every mo- watching how the gold was
ment together, never bored of barely perceptible when there
talking or just sitting in silence was only one page, but in a
and holding each other. We used whole clump of papers the gold
to tell the most ridiculous stories, became solid, valuable. I rubbed
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Choose: Soap or Lipstick
BY MEGHAN REPPOND

Li

Features Writer

So I'm a little obsessive.
Nobody's perfect. What it all
comes down to is that I really
like to have clean hands. I like it
so much that 1 wash them every
hour or two and carry both
hand sanitizer and moist
towelettes with me everywhere
I go. 1 don't know where this
little personality quirk came
from, perhaps an overprotective
mother or a case of repressed
middle-child-syndrome, but
whatever the cause, it has forced
me to recognize a disgusting
fact about certain members of
the student body: they don't
wash their hands after using
the bathroom.
As far as I'm concerned,
people can be divided into three
categories: those who wash
their hands all the time, those
who occasionally wash, and
those who are unsanitary pigs.
I have theories about the people
in each of these categories.

Those who wash their hands
all of the time are people after
my own heart. They are usually
perfectionists or bio majors,
who know that most illnesses

REBECCA BRIAN

Not too tough, is it?
are spread through unclean
hands. They are the ones who
watch 20/20 consumer alerts
religiously. In short, they are
anal.
The occasional hand washers
are sheep. They wash their
hands if they're with a friend
who washes and don't when

they're not. They go with the
flow and wash their hands
when they feel like it. Although
most Trinity students fall into
this category, it is the least interesting to tal k about, so we won't.
The dirty kids are the ones I
really want to talk about. Let's
face it, Trinity is all about looks.
People put so much time and
energy into being attractive
that they cut corners where
people are less likely to notice.
One spends twenty minutes
putting on makeup and therefore can't afford the twenty seconds it takes to wash her hands.
Simply put, ew. Wash your
hands. You don't necessarily
need to be as conscientious as I
am, but at least do it after you
go to the bathroom and before
you eat. Think of it as your mission to make sure you and your
friends have clean hands. Ostracize them if you must, but remember who pays the ultimate
price when your friend picks
his nose and then shakes your
hand.

0

Top Ten Complaints Heard
Around Mather This Week
10. "Scty what you will about the food, I'm just glad
it's creatively labeled. It feels so good to know that
my hamburger came from 'The Firehouse Grill."
9. "I think the lasagna is dealing with an identity
crisis from being last night's tacos."
8. "Afy salad bears a remarkable resemblence to
Mickey Rooney"
7. "If Th ursday night is 'meat' night, what are we
eating the rest of the week?"
6. "Why is the fry cook wearing one of those biocontainment suits?"
5. "I want to find the source of that infernal smell."
4. "The steak looks too much like Taco Bell's
infamous meat paste."
3. "The cookies are emitting a low, mechanical
hum."
2. "Ididn't know it was possible to make creamed
corn from a powder."
1. "lean still read the newsprint in this hot dog."

Trapped at Trinity: The Woes of Public Transportation
BY TALIA KROHN

Features Writer

When I came to visit Trinity
in the fall of my senior year of
high school, my tour guide
could not stop talking about the
great stuff Trinity has to offer.
He went on and on about how
luclcy Trinity is to be located in
one of Connecticut's largest cities, and how many fun things
there are to do in Hartford. Another student on the tour,
slightly skeptical, asked how
students were to get into the city
since the majority of students
do not have cars. She was assured that there was a great offcampus shuttle, and that
should the shuttle, for some
highly unlikely reason, not be
able to transport her wherever
she desired, campus safety
would be absolutely delighted
to drive students to any offcampus location. What a terrible, twisted joke.
To a freshman with no car,
(and while we're on the topic,
heaven forbid a freshman be allowed to have a car, but that's an
issue for another time) the city

hours spending our hardearned money on frivolous accessories and clothes. As we
were boarding the bus to return
to campus, we noticed a long,

You could try taking a cab...

shiny blade fall out from under
the trench coat of a clearly intoxicated gentleman in line in
front of us. The man (after
stumbling a little so that the
contents of the brown paper
bag he was holding could slosh
onto his boots) bent over to pick

To a freshman with no car, the city might
as well be hundredsof miles away.
might as well be hundreds of
miles away. Denied rides to almost every restaurant, downtown Hartford, Westfarms Mall,
and even the bus station by both
campus safety and the shuttle,
Trinity students might as well
go to school on an isolated dairy
farm.
Qn many occasions, when
students call campus safety to
ask for a ride to one of the abovementioned locations, they hear,
"Call a taxi," or "Take the bus."
Last fall, after discovering
that (oops, my tour guide was
wrong) the off-campus shuttle
will not take people to the
Westfarms Mall or venture to
the Buckland Hills Mall during
the week, some friends and 1 decided to take the bus to go shopping. We arrived without
mishap and spent a few blissful

up the large butcher's knife he
had dropped, and nonchalantly
boarded the bus. Since, by that
time, it was almost eight pm
(Hartford buses don't run very
late) and that particular bus
was the last one of the day, we
had no choice but to risk our
lives and follow the man onto
the bus.
Later in the year, once my
friends and I got over our pho-.
bias of the city bus, we decided,
once again, to journey to the
mall. Again, miraculously, we
arrived at the mall safely, and
again faced mishap on the return trip. As the bus en route
back to Trinity switched lanes
going down New Britain Ave.,
the passengers suddenly felt a •
jolt and heard a loud crash. The
bus driver, who kept driving at
about 50 miles an hour for sev-

eral more seconds before he noticed that he had just sideswiped and totaled another car,
finally pulled over and got out
of the bus. After what seemed
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like hours of listening to babies
crying and irate men threatening legal action while the driver
inspected the damage, we were
told to fill out an accident report
and wait outside (in the rain) for
a replacement bus. Preferring
the twenty-minute walk back
to school over waiting indefinitely in the rain and cold, my
friends and I returned to campus on foot.

Or, you could opt for the bus.

Ok, so you don't want to take
the bus. Take a cab. Yes, 1 know,
as the people who answer the
phones at Campus Safety love to
point out, the phone number of

Hartford Yellow Cab is an easy
string of seven sixes, and the
taxis will take students wherever they want to go. What
Campus Safety fails to mention,
however, is that the taxis in
Hartford are consistently unreliable. Anyone who has ever
taken (or tried to take) a taxi in
the,Hartford area.has probably
noticed that this mode of transportation is far inferior to even
the slowest and most crowded
bus. Last Friday afternoon 1
called the Hartford Yellow Cab
to arrange for a ride to the bus
station the following morning.
After specifying a time and location, I was assured that I
would be picked up at exactly
6:30 the next day. I began waiting outside of Mather at 6:20, on
the slim-to-none chance that
the cab would be early. When
6:45 rolled around and it became clear I would soon miss
my bus, I went inside Mather to
call the Cab Company and inquire about my ride. I was im-

day to be connected to a live
voice, so I hung up and tried
again. Same results. Even
though I had called campus
safety twice already and it had
been made clear that it was just
too bad for me that 1 didn't have
a ride, 1 was forced to call again
and beg. "Please take me to
Union Station so lean catch my
bus." Had campus safety not
taken pity on me (probably
since 1 was hysterical) and
driven me to the station, 1 would
have been unable to leave campus and would have had absolutely no way to get home.
Of course, it is understandable that campus safety and the
shuttle do not exist to serve the
student body as a fleet of private chauffeurs. Granted, campus safety does agree to drive
students to the train station on
Fridays between noon and five
pm. We all appreciate it. Well,
except for all of the kids that
need to take the train or bus the
other 95% of the time. I am

We had no choice but to risk our lives
and follow the man onto the bus.
mediately put on hold (with no
music playing,! mightadd),and
was assured many times by a
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recording that an operator
would soon be on the tine. After holding for what seemed like
an hour it became pretty obvious that I would have to wait all

sorry that the Showcase Cinema, the Buckland Hills Plaza,
and the Super Stop and Shop,
(the three locations the shuttle
will take me to), do not fully satisfy me. The shuttle does not
venture to the Hartford Civic
Center, Hartford's museums, or
to most of the restaurants in
downtown Hartford. Basically,
that limits the outings of Trinity students to places in walking distance - in other words the
graveyard, BP, and that great
Adam's Food Mart on New Britain Ave. where, I have heard,
there have been numerous rat
sightings. Basically, the only
benefit I've gotten out of going
to school in Hartford is the
mind-expanding experience of
living in a city's ghetto. Instead
of the richness and variety that
Hartford could theoretically
provide us, many students are
• forced to live in the isolation
that they came to Trinity to
avoid.
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The Key to Doing Homework: on the Weekends
11:26pm: Haven't read Cosmo
Am not sure, but thought we
went over the Cold War on yet this month. Must find out
what the color of my tongue
Wednesday.
3:45pm: Tell Julia I am not go- says about my health or else
Thursday -11:58pm: Just got ing out at all this weekend. She could be dying and not even
off the phone with Mom. Made says she'll see me at Late Night. know it.
a firm resolution not to go out Feel indignant' Must prove that
Saturday - 12:42am: Realize
this weekend. Will be a diligent I can stay in for one weekend.
again that Cosmo is fabulous
student and apply myself to my
4:20pm: Four classes equals magazine. Not only learned
studies. Must renew friendship one long day. I deserve a nap.
that my tongue says I'm in good
with the library. Must also go to
6:00pm: Dinner with Renay in health right now, but also
bed. Am suddenly very tired.
Mather. Decide to see American learned new sex tricks. Didn't
do homework, but learned pracFriday - 8:30am: Listen to my Pie at Cinestudio tonight.
alarm go off for an hour before I
actually rise. Will attribute
One day I will get enough guts to throw
sluggishness to the fact that I'm
water
balloons at them from my windows,
just getting over minor malady;
but for now I will take a sleeping pill.
found two new zits today. Horrendous! Look like crap.
7:10pm: Decide to do home- tical information nonetheless.
9:55am: Have got to meet the
van for golf (yes, golf) in five work until it is time for the Will go to bed now and get up
early to work.
minutes. Gave myself plenty of movie.
time to get ready this morning,
7:11pm: A glass of wine will 2:58am: Stupid freshmen are
but am still late. How did my help me relax so 1 can focus on screaming on the Long Walk.
room get to be so messy all of a my work.
Want them to go to bed. One
sudden? One sneaker found in
7:12pm: Or maybe I'll watch day I will get enough guts to
the closet, the other one under TV until it is time for the movie. throw water balloons at them
the bed. No time to actually put
7:15pm: Realize drinking from my windows, but for now
on sneakers. Run to Ferris in alone in room is a sign of an al- I will take a sleeping pill.
flip-flops, sneakers in back- coholic. No more wine.
4:30am: Am just' starting to
pack. Song from Rocky Horror
9:00pm: The boy called. get tired now. Must try to sleep.
Picture Show is running in my Wants me to come over to
9:54am: Dorothy calls and
head "Let's do the time warp "watch a video". Code for wants wakes me up. Talk about how
again."
me to come over and hook up. we are both slackers. Explained
12:27pm: Trying to finish Thank God have a legitimate Rocky Horror "Time Warp"
French homework. Cannot for excuse not to go or else would Theory. She has experienced
the life of me remember how to have probably given in and lost similar phenomenon. Perhaps
will publish this theory and
conjugate verbs in the simple all self-respect.
past. Will never need to know
9:17pm: Meet friends for make a million dollars. Decide
this for real life.
moviie. Will bring wine to to meet for brunch to discuss
lijpm: Somehow am almost movie. If with friends, then not further.
late for international relations. drinking alone, and therefore
12:54pm: Will start homeWent into another Rocky Hor- not an alcoholic.
work right-after I check my
ror-esque Time Warp. No seats
. ,
11:20pm; Great movie.Kind of email.
left near friends in class, Feel . want to go out now but will in- , |:49pm: Have experienced
tike a loser sitting by myself. • stead practice self-control and another *¥irrte Wafr).!;This'is get-'
Must take notes on Cold War. do homework.
ting eerie.
BY MEGHAN REPPOND
Features Writer

Watching PBS is kind of like
doing homework because
they're both educational.
Sunday - 7:30am: Up early so
I can get some work done without any distractions.
7:38am: Pete emailed me. He
misses me and is looking forward to seeing me soon. It
wasn't just a summer fling!
9:00am: Ringing chapel bells
rescue me from another Time
Warp. Call Dorothy, no answer.
7:06pm: Death Becomes Her is
I guess she's not up yet. Maybe I
on TV.
9:10pm: Call friends and tell should go back to bed too.
11:20am: Sunday brunch, the
them I will go see American Pi e
again. Feel like the world's big- beginning of the end. Fun time
gest loser for seeing the same is over. Am in serious crunch
movie twice in two days. Sit and time for work.
4:57pm: Very proud of self for
honestly cannot think of anysitting in front of computer so
thing more pathetic.
11:40pm: Am kind of bored. long. Very disheartened at how
Could go for a cigarette right much more I have left to do.
now. Odd, because 1 don't New resolution for next weekend: Do whatever I want besmoke.
11:41pm: Enough! Time for cause even if I stay in I get
some stern talking to. Will not nothing done. At least if I go out
I have fun while I'm getting
smoke; will do homework.
11:42pm: Stern talk fails. nothing done.
4:33pm: Nap time.
5:50pm: Whoops! Was supposed to meet the girls for dinner twenty minutes ago.
6:35pm: Am being urged by
the friends who missed the
movie last night to see it again.
Protest, use homework as an excuse. Am told that they know 1
won't do my work whether I go
to the movie or not.
7:01pm: Doing homework.

This Could Be Vour Chance!
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Notice to the TVinity Community
The College Library has instituted a print management system on the public printer located in the
main Library lobby. This was done in order to promote responsible use of this service. Increased
use of the Library computer workstations to access the Internet has resulted in a significant increase
in the amount of paper and toner used in printing over the past two years. While the Library remains
committed to providing bibliographic materials free of charge, the decision to download additional
material from the Internet will, therefore, become the financial responsibility of the patron. We ask
patrons to assist us in this effort.
With the print management system, patrons may:
Download to a disk and print at another location.
Download the first two pages of any print job free of charge.
Use the COPICO "print manager" to download and print longer articles and citations from
the Web at a charge of $. 10 per page (the current charge for photocopies).
Instructions on the use of the system will be available at each workstation in the Library lobby.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance. If you have any questions, please contact Mary
LaPorte, Administrative Librarian, at extension 2256.
Stephen L. Peterson
College Librarian
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Pat's Misadventures

and
My sffcaL Tauot

sick all over the bed and carpet and the
upholstered chair and good little Pat gets
Features Writer
to clean it up. He wouldn't clean it (because it's not his problem), except that
Pat needs change. He's not looking for the smell is so potent he can smell it
better dining facilities or cleaner bath- down the hall in his room, which makes
rooms; he's not looking for a drastic reno- him sick.
vation of the campus policies, Not that
Pat and his two roommates are living
kind of change. Pat needs change for the in Jarvis. Yes, Pat is a freshman living in
washing machines.
Jarvis Towers (which he humbly apoloThese high quality contraptions (that gizes for,given that every upperclassmen
pretend to clean your clothes) also re- seems to have a problem with where he
quire three quarters to make them func- was placed; he did not choose to live in
tion, and they will ONLY accept quarters, Jarvis, the residence people told him
no variation of the mandatory seventy- where to go and he went...this is not his
five cents will turn them on for 26 min- fault), but Pat is a freshman living in a
utes. .
triple, which used to be considered a
Pat needs clean clothes; people are double. He's a little cramped. Pat likes his

You've got a busy, exciting week ahead
of you. Perhaps you're trying to get
your work out of the way so you can
party in the moments that your family isn't looking this weekend. Keep it
up-signs say you'll have a hell of a
time. Just remember to hide the handcuffs.

...it's difficult, nay, impossible, to get off campus...

LIBRA

ARIES

J L 5flFT23-OCT22 ^±_
You know all that stuff you meant to
bring with you to camp Trin-Trin but
forgot? Don't worry, your family didn't
and will be bringing it this weekend.
Too bad it also puts a huge damper on
your ability to party. No nookie for
you!

MAR 21 - APR 19

BY LISSY WOODHAMS

starting to avoid sitting next to him in
class because he can't get a hold of any
quarters with which to wash his clothes.
Pat says the campus change machines
don't work and the bookstore and dining
facilities won't give him change. Pat can't
make any friends because he smells
funny. Pat wants to transfer because Pat
can't clean his clothes (he'd try to go off
campus to the laundro mat, but because
he's a freshman he doesn't have a car,
thus, it's difficult, nay, impossible, to get
off campus).
That's something else that bothers Pat
he's not a huge drinker; he drinks on occasion, but not every night between
Thursday and Sunday. So what else is
there for poor, stranded, freshman Pat to
do on the weekends (given that he
doesn't have a car and the shuttle won't
run him anywhere besides the mall and
the movie theater, and even that's sometimes a stretch)? Not much. Pat goes to
the party sober, stays sober (mostly), and
when he comes back to his dorm with

two roommates, but every time he backs
out of his desk, which is placed on the
opposite wall from the other desks because he smells funny, he hits his roommates desk chair. It's creating some
tension in an area where there is.no room
for tension.
These stories are all true, however, they
have not all happened to Pat, and some
are a slight exaggeration (Pat does have
at least one friend). But these are trials
and tribulations which the class of 2003
has encountered in the first four weeks
at Trinity College. There is no bitterness
intended in these stories; in fact, most
people are loving the partying and the
people and the classes and the freedom.
But it is a change from the norm for most
first years, a change which every student
on this campus has experienced,
whether they can admit it or not. And as
the upper classmen may remember,
many people come slightly unprepared.
So, if you happen to have any, Pat's room
mates are pleading for so|ne spare ( ,

Crossword 101
ACROSS

BBto It

12

I

n

23 CPA entry

25 Weather word
27 Joel's Goodnight City
29 Yale and Harvard
33 Texas team member

46 Half a German town
47 Dictator's need
50 Stated

51 Trendy store
54 Olympic quests
57 Buddhist Monk
58 Enameled metalware
59 Rhett Butler portrayer
60 Perfect score:2wds
61 Lead performer
62 Sod

63 Actor Hackman
DOWN
1 Arrived

2AldaofMASHfarne
3 Fortune hunter ,
4 Slippery fellow

The Ten of Cups suggests that either
you may have recently met someone
or your present love interest may
come something more permanent. If
commitment scares you, don't worry,
we have very loose definitions of adultery in this country.

Your spontaneity has once again
brought you to follow the path less
travelled. Don't worry too much about
where you're headed, just take it one
step at a time. And don't leave any
companions behind.

TAURUS ^ — * •
ArR2o-MAY2o

SCORFIO
OCT2J-NOV2I
Cut the phony crap. No need to force
a smile when you aren't really happy.
We know you like to disguise the way
you really feel, but it gets old. Anywaykeep checking your box this week because you should be expecting some
important-hopefully good-news in
the mail soon.

Your life seems terribly unstable lately.
Big change is on its way. The Ace of
Cups reversed represents the House of
the False Heart- somebody may not be
totally up front with you this week. Be
wary and this shouldn't cause any major problems in your life.
GEMINI

SAGITTARIUS-6
NOV2Z-DEC21

MAY 21 -JUN2O

Take heed! Your card this week is
Death. Don't worry too much thoughts is^jmip^g^tjaij^fopm 3 t^^ ajongv
with destruction. Keep on your toes
and be ready for the change in your
life.

Feeling a little overburdened lately?
Too much work getting you down? Try
.getting someone to work with-the
cards suggest a Leo. Most things are
more fun if two people share the effort.

CANCER
^ JUN2I -JUL22 ^

DEC 2 2 - J A N 15>

1 Canary habitat
5 Furies
10 Plucky
14 Pharmaceutical plant
15 Make proud
16 "A Death In the Family" author
17 Shopper's arena
18 Life's standard
20 Precedes zone
21 Clods
22 Assists

44 Computer key
45 Iowa City

FEL5 i?-MAR2o

CAFRICORN

* All That Glitters"

34 Ben & Jerry holders
35 Barcelona rah
36 Records
37 Birthday treats
3eCOXIIltimeslV
38 A Pope's before
40 Mad Hatter & family
41 Radioactive gas
42 Cramped fish

PISCES

VIRGO
1% AUG23-SE.FT22

5 Take back
6 High up
7 Guys' dates
8 Time table abbr.
9 Understand
10 Distort
11 Fever
12 Become softer
33 Shoe sizes
19 Brads
21 NY Philharmonic need
24 Armor plating
25 Sharpens
26 Brews
27 Bargains
28 Greek public square
29 Summer coolers
30 San Francisco sight
31 "Silas Warner" author
32 Parisian river
34,Wishes
37 Sugar in the raw
38 Cob for one

By GPRAssociates E-Mail; EDC9432@aoI.com
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Setoectady, NY 12301

40 Maternal greeting
41 Comedian Foxx
43 Temper
44 PIatforms
46 Follows foot or hand
47 NCOs
48 NYC taxi noise
49 Ms. Fitzgerald
50 Island In Antilles
52 Prayer ending
53 Window part
55 Encourage

You are likely to find yourself worried
about finances this week. While this
isn't unusual for Capricorns, who are
always concerned with climbing the
ladder of success, don't get too obsessed or you may find the rest of your
life slipping away from you.

AQUARIUS

LEO

JAN2O-FE.&18

JUL23-AUG.22

Have you found your picture on the
back of a milk carton yet? Don't be
concerned, your friends are just worried about you. Tell them to enjoy the
silence, because now is the time for
Aquarians to be introspective and do
some serious soul-searching.

A new opportunity will once again be
presented to Leo. The cards.are urging you to approach this new venture
in the mindset of a child.. Keep your
eyes open for accompanying playmates. And don't forget to bring your
toys along.
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Quote

... Abraham Lincoln
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56 Women from the
Mayflower

" What I do say Is that no man
Is good enough to gov$m
another man w/ffiouf
that others consent."

Now is the time for Cancers to bask in
their glory and enjoy the merits of a
job well done. Your feet are solidly
planted on the ground and your
present fortune will be long-lasting
Just don't get caught in bed with your
significant other when your parents
come this weekend.
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See Lola, See Lola Run
BY KATE HUTCHINSON

Announcements Editor

I walked into Cinestudio on Wednesday night expecting to see a neat little
flick about a girl running through some
place in Germany with a bag full of
money. I had heard something about a
really punchy soundtrack too, so I had
my ears all prepped for some German
techno. Other than that, I didn't really
have a good idea of what the movie was
about, but it sounded like fun. I snagged
a prime seat in the back of the balcony,
and then the fun began.
Run Lola Run is a unique experience.
Unlike most movies these days, which
progress from point A to point B, Lola,
starts out somewhere in the middle at
point M, kicks back to point A, gets as
far as point J, skips around to point X,
rewinds to point B. Well, you get the picture.
The premise: Lola's boyfriend, Manni,
calls her at 11:40 AM and tells her the
100,000 Marks he had to pay off to some
guy got pinched by a bum. If she can't
get him the cash in 20 minutes, he's going to hold up a store across the street
from the phone booth he's in.
But, as the introduction scene warned
us, life is a chain reaction and small
things can bring about heavy consequences. As Lola takes off, red hair
streaming behind her, she encounters
various people (a woman pushing a baby
carriage, a secretary, a young man on the
bicycle) and in a few seconds, using
flashing stills, the film projects the futures of these passing people.
At each encore encounter, the futures
change. The secretary's projected destiny
changes from a horrible accident resulting in paraiyzation and eventually suicide to her falling in Jove with her

co-worker, dating him and becoming his
secret dominatrix. The best part of this
story is that if you didn't like the way
Lola's crosstown jaunt went the first
time, you still had a different ending to
choose from. If the second one didn't win
you over either, filmmaker Tom Tykwer
kindly added a third ending just for good
measure.
The film had a strange pacing to it. It
kept up a steady stream of action, mostly
in the form of Lola running through picturesque Berlin. Yet every so often, it
would hit a series of pauses, such as
scenes like Lola's father having an "ohso-intimate" talk with one of his female
coworkers.
Franka Potente in Run Lola Run.
These quiet moments allowed the audience to catch its breath after pound- der a bridge of German Gothic barreling on and on through the streets. At vaults. Constant switching from shots of
some points the screen seemed frenzied, her sideways and forwards helped to

Unlike most movies these days, which progress from
point A to point B, Lola starts out somewhere in the
middle at point M, kicks back to point A, gets as far
as point J...rewinds to point B. Well, you get the picture.
especially in the animated bits where
Lola runs down the stairs after hanging
up the phone.
The visual effects contributed a lot to
this film. The fast-forward futures
looked like a lot of snap shots piled on
top of each other, whereas the parts of
the film that didn't directly involve
Manni and Lola were in a strange format, as if they had been taped, played on
a VCR, and then re-taped from that image. The poor resolution of the second
screen put a haze around the indirect
moments, distancing them from the
"now," that is, Lola and Manni.
The cinematography in general was
brilliant 1 would like to especially high-:
light the scene where Lola charges un-

heighten the air of frenzy that Lola experienced. Images made this film, and
therefore needed to be strong since the
dialogue was minimal. In order to make
up for lack of spoken expression, the director needed to push everything across
with eye-grabbing visuals.
Even if you're not a card carrying
member of the German Club, the fact
that the film is in German with English
subtitles won't bother you a bit. The dialogue is actually the same set of words,
with minor variations, depending on
how the story runs, each time it is

Arts Editor

SPECIAL OLYMPICS GOLD®
Do you have 'an unwanted car in your yard? Special Olympics
Connecticut will be happy to take if off your hands. Give us a call and
well tow away your unwanted vehicle, free of charge! We'll recycle
it. into the funds we need to support our year-round program of sports
training and competition for children and adults with mental
retardation.
You'll not only get the satisfaction
of contributing to a worthwhile
cause, you may also be eligible for
a tax deduction.*
For more information and to start
the, donation process, please call:

Special Olympics
Connecticut
1969-1999

Hun unwanted cars and trucks into something very Special.
*An independent appraisal of (he donated vehicle Is necessary for proper filing of a
tux deduction. Special Olympics Connecticut cannot provide appraisals of vehicles.

TC!CabteW

^BofCmnw(lratls^offi^Y(!«r-RouiidTWeS]H)nsor
of the Special Olympics Connecticut Recycle for Gold program.

played out.
While the acting represents solid
work, it isn't what makes the movie. The
characters themselves are caught up in
the same web of fast-moving plot and
sparkling cinematography that draws
in the audience.
The sound track, a CD soon to join my
collection, is a repertoire of fast paced
German techno. Its pulsating beat
sounds in your ears, the bass thumping
in time to Lola's racing heart and feet. In
those few moments when Lola isn't running the sound track lapses, much in the
way your heart would slow down if you
too had been running with her.
All around, this is an excellent movie.
It's an hour and twenty-one minutes, but
it seems like half an hour at the outside.
Like Lola.you don't get a minute to catch
your breath until the credits are rolling
across the screen. I highly recommend
this movie; it's almost as caffeinated as a
shopping spree at Starbucks.

Farlow Delights Crowd
With Whimsical Dances
BY AMY BOCHNER

Recycle for Gold

WWW.SPE.5ONY.COM

Lesley Farlow delighted her small but
intimate audience with two dance pieces
in her Studio 47 Performance, The tall,
strawberry-blond, bright-eyed and rosycheeked dancer informed the audience
that her first piece, "The Dream," was a
work-in-progress inspired by Tibetan
dream paintings. Her dance, a combination of music, movement, and spoken
word, told the story of. one woman's
dream.
The dance was inspired by a series of
paintings her friend had created after
having a particularly moving dream.
Farlow used these images and incorpo-

said," pretty much Eve's journey in and
out of the garden." The most amusing
and engaging part of this piece was
Farlow's one-person dialogue between
Eve and the snake. Farlow twisted up
and down, morphing herself from
woman to snake. Each character had its
own distinct body language and voice,
which showcased Farlow's versatility.
Farlow, when asked why she chose to
incorporate spoken word into her dances
replied, "I like to talk a lot." Her monologues are witty and very fun to hear. For
instance, when the snake questions Eve
as to why she is not eating the apple, he
asks, "What are you waiting for, a written invitation? You can't read you know."
Eve was not only a very amusing
dance piece, but it was also a much

Farlow twisted up and down, morphing herself from
woman to snake. Each character had its own distinct
body language and voice, which showcased Farlow's
versatility.
rated them into her dance.
deeper story. Eve ends the piece in a self"The Dream" was a delight to watch. empowered moment, exclaiming, "I am
Not only was the piece innovative and the thunder, baby!"
interesting, but it was funny too! Her
Farlow later explained that this dance
monologue was whimsical and engag- started out as a piece about hunger and
ing. Farlow is not only a gifted dancer, eventually evolved into a piece about
but is also a wonderful actress. Her fa- desire, and felt that there was no better
cial expressions create a dance all of story to use to talk about desire than the
theirown.
story of Adam and Eve. Farlow felt that
Farlow, as the dreamer, struggled past Eve's fall was inevitable; she had to eat
bugs and other critters, fighting her fears the apple in order for the world as we
until she came upon a great table of know it to begin. This gives Eve a much
food—only to wake up! One of the most more empowered personae, which is eviinteresting parts of the dance was her dent in Farlow's dance.
rendition of "the strange and graceful
The audience was very excited about
[Tibetan] alphabet." After seeing the al- the two pieces. Farlow was asked many
phabet in a book, Farlow, through a se- questions at a short discussion following
ries of hand and body-slapping the performance. People remained aftermovements and some very unique bends wards to discuss the pieces and Studio
and contortions, danced the ABCs.
47 buzzed with the approving voices of
, The second piece, "Eve," was as Farlow a very happy audience.
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Keep Your Eyes Wide Shut
BY ANDREW PEARL

Arts Writer

See Soldi at Real Art Ways. This
film tells the semi-autobiographical
story of a Jewish boy coming of age
in World War Il-era Algeria. Soleil
opens at Real Artways September 29.
Showtimes are 7:30 PM nightly with
2:30 PM matinees on Saturday and
Sunday.

Don't miss the Ives Quartet when
they perform Mozart, Beethoven, and
Medelssohn at Hamlin Hall on
Wednesday September 29 at 8 PM.
Come see the quartet that the LA
Times described as delivering music
with "wit, polish, and rhythmic dash."
Free with Trinity ID.

Take a trip down to Yale University
Art Gallery to see the exibit War and
Other Themes in Greek and Roman
Art, which opens September 28. Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM and
Sunday from 1-6:00 PM.
Catch Two X Beckett at Garmany
Hall in Austin Arts Center this weekend. Two veteran Irish actors will star
in two of Beckett's plays directed by
Arthur Feinsod. Performances begin
at 8:00 PM this Friday and Saturday.
Free with Trinity ID.

Upon first viewing Eyes Wide Shut, I
neither liked nor understood most of the
film. After some reflection and a
lengthy discussion with a philosophy
major, I can now say I am beginning to
understand the film. I'm still not sure if I
liked it.
The first thing to be said about the
movie is that it should not be compared
with Kubrick's other films. A Clockwork
Orange and Dr. Strangelove or How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and Love The
Bomb are two of my all-time favorite
films. Eyes Wide Shut is a completely
different animal altogether.
It grapples with many complex
themes and ideas, but lacks much of the
calculated black humor of Kubrick's
other works. It also needed a visit from
the editor's scalpel. Its consistently serious tone and its near epic length made
this Kubrick film much less accessible
to a groundling like me.
However, 1 won't go so far as to say that
the film is boring. The scenes during the
masquerade include some of the most intriguing costuming, lighting and cinematography that I have ever seen. The
scenes between Tom Cruise and a prostitute express a sensitivity unseen in
Kubrick's earlier works. Parts of the film
express ideas about paranoia, decadence,
and sexual and violent curiosities in a
way that only Kubrick could deliver. It's
just that there is a lot of time in between
these exciting moments.
Many of these exciting moments are
are a result of casting of Tom Cruise opposite his wife Nicole Kidman. Neither
of them give a particularly amazing performance, but the chemistry between
them is both raw and powerful. The cast* ing of an actual husband and wife as two

melancholy and anguished characters
helps to drive the direction of the work.
As their characters search for some semblance of truth in the world, the honesty
of these two performers outweighs their
acting. Their on-screen relationship is
muddy, inconsistent, and falls far short
of romantic, but it is true and honest.
This film revolves around Tom
Cruise's character trying to open his eyes
to an ethereal, unreal world. It is about
looking beyond masks to find secret societies unrestrained by the morals and
laws that our public lives impose. Yet,
byond the smoke and mirrors of
Kubrick's fantasy, it is about Tom and
Nicole, actor and actress, husband and
wife, human beings.
Tom and Nicole, who are playing
characters, whose characters are in turn
playing their roles, and how everyone has
their eyes wide shut. The film reminds
us that "there are none so blind as those
who would not see" and that most of-us
choose not to see.
Kubrick relies on the usual film opposites of music versus silence, light versus
dark, action versus dialogue, yet muddles
the conflict of real versus unreal. When
he blends these two opposites, not even
an alchemist could explain what the
mixture is. If this film is going to stand
as a memorial to Kubrick, it is because
of this particular concoction of film and
real life.
As I said, I understand the film somewhat now, butl am still not sure if I liked
it. Maybe, that's because I am perfectly
content to keep my eyes wide shut without any reminders of that fact. Looking
back on these words, I am not sure I liked
it. This reads more like a philosophy thesis than a movie review. However, that
may be because this film is more an expression of one man's confused philosophy of the world around him rather than
like a strictly conventional movie. .

Cinestudio Serves American Pie For Dessert
BY LEON GELLERT,

Arts Writer

If there is one movie that all high
school movies should be measured
against, it is definitely American Pie.
The movie is about four friends in their
senior year who decide to make a pact to
lose their virginity before the end of high
school.
The four make this pact after attending a friend's party. After a romantically
unsuccessful night, the four friends see
their loser classmate Sherman come out
of a bedroom with a girl. This is the last
straw, and thus, their pact is sealed.
The foursome is made up of a jock
named Oz played by Chris Klein (Election ), a nerd named Finch, an all-around
good guy named Jim played by Jason
Gibbs, and Kevin, the guy who can't
seem to get his girlfriend to go past third
base.
While, there is not a main character,
Jim is probably the one for whom we feel
the most since he has to deal with just
about every nightmare a high school student could possibly conceive of.
Each of the characters encounter different problems and situations as they
endeavor to shed their boyhood and become a man.
The boys scope out possible tactics in
hopes of finding one that will coerce a
girl to sleep with them. Oz learns from a
college girl that he needs to be more sensitive in order to win a girl over. Kevin
learns from his friend Jessica that he
must pleasure his girlfriend Vicky,
played by Tara Reid (The Big Lebowski)
before they can go further in their relationship.
The other two boys have very different tactics that create some of the more
classic moments in this movie, but those

WWW.AMERICANPiEMOVIE.COM

The cast of American Pie at the Senior Prom.

are better left seen than explained.
Each scene in this movie is filled with
classic moments that everyone'will be
talking about long after the film is over.

compared to, it is not based on one comedic form. While it does have its share
of physical comedy, these slapstick gags
do not make up the funniest scenes of

This movie is perfect for college students since high
school is still fresh in our minds but, thank God, well
in our past.
If you are worried that the preview you
saw three months ago might have ruined
the best scenes of the movie, you will
happily be mistaken.
While the pie scene is an instant classic, it is just one of many memorable
scenes, and anyway you still won't be
able to resist laughing.
The movie deals primarily with one
subject, sex, but this is not a one-joke
movie. Unlike There's Something About
Mary, which American,Pie is often

the movie. That award must be given to
the millions of clever one liners that help
to make this movie much funnier than
SomethingAboutMary. Therefore, if you
enjoyed Mary, you will definitely enjoy
Pie.
This is a comedy of the nineties. It
lacks the inside pop-culture jokes that
seem to plague nineties comedies, but it
does have jokes that deal with certain issues that our generation was the first to
grow up with, such as the Internet.

The movie gets a definite boost every
time Jim's father, played by Eugene Levy
(Armed and Dangerous), comes onto the
screen. The movie also has an unexpected cameo by Casey Affleck (200
Cigarettes) and Blink 182,
When you leave this movie you will
probably not be discussing how well the
plot was developed;but that's okay, since
the vast majority of high school movies
are not really known for being plotdriven.
This movie is carried by the performances of all of the actors in this film.
There isn't one actor who isn't enjoyable to watch. At least five times during
the movie the whole audience applauded a joke.
There are many other scenes worth
mentioning, but the previews ruin
enough of the movie already, so in order
to find out all of the funny moments not
mentioned by this review or the previews you will have to see the movie.
The movie does sport a fair amount
of foul language and some nudity, which
should be a warning to the young adults
of Trinity to avoid seeing this movie with
their parents.
Sitting next to your parents for this
film is a great way to experience what
Jim feels every time his father tries to talk
to him about sex.
This movie is perfect for college students since high school is still fresh in
our minds but, thank God, well in our
past. Not to mention, that watching this
movie with a couple of hundred kids is
just a treat.
However, this is not a movie that has
to be seen on the big screen, so do not be
disappointed if you missed it at
Cinestudio. It just might be more fun to
rent it and watch it with a bunch of
friends in your very small room with
_ ^ourverysjnallTV . . . . . .
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Crowds Flock To Poetry
Reading At Gallows Hill
BY KATE HUTCHINSON

Announcements

Editor

Wednesday afternoon at four,
when the weather was making
up its mind as to whether it
should rain or not, I popped into
Gallows Hill Bookstore for a poetry reading. I'd arrived there a
bit late and only two seats were
left; 1 grabbed one quickly just
as the speaker was approaching
the podium.

poem, several bags of groceries for her grandfather ("Ras
are placed on a concert stage, re- Mohan") and parts of a longer
piece about her cultural clashes
ceiving the blessing of music.
Vazirani's words ran in repeti- with her father ("White Eltious cycles, as if the poem were ephants").
She spoke about how her faa mantra. Individual lines
seemed like random phrases . ther wanted her to be a doctor
joined together by one person and how she wanted to be an
hearing them from different American.
places in a crowd.
"I wanted to be blond, I
She read the poem in a mono- wanted my name to be Nancy,"
tone voice that blended the lines she said at one point, when intogether and managed to com- troducing "Housekeeping in the
bine the separate tones of New World, Maryland, 1969."
Vazirani's poems also reveal the
prayer and voices in a crowd.

Vazimni switched into a heavily accented voice in order to enunciate
the dash of cultures: the Indian culture of Mrs. Biswas and the
American culture into which she had moved.
Reetika Vazirani smiled out
at her audience, standing a little
on tiptoe as she was slightly too
short for the podium. She organized a few sheets of paper and
a book before she began to
speak.
Her voice had a warm tone
and a trace of an unidentifiable
mixed accent. She introduced
herself and explained that she
would start the reading with
her book White Elephants.
Before actually reading any
poems, Vazirani spoke briefly
about the background behind
her work. She explained that
her first poem dealt with the Indian tradition of blessing food.
In the scene described by her

Each poem moved through a
series of episodes. In an imaginary letter to her cousin, she
highlighted certain details with
specific objects: a stainless steel
tray, the blue paper of the letter.
I particularly liked the poem
written about a bad servant.
The image of the serving
woman with her "hard, deliberate knuckles" breaking dishes
in the kitchen whose mistress
named her "War" was so clear
and well-articulated. I almost
wanted to scream at the mistress myself to dismiss her.
Vazirani then read some poems from her 1996 book, White
Elephants (available in the library), including one written

difficulty of being from a foreign country, questions about
her religious affiliation, and the
struggle to hold onto old traditions while living in a different
culture.
While reading two of her
"Mrs. Biswas" poems, which
seemed to poke fun at the
American stereotypes of Indians, Vazirani switched into a
heavily accented voice to enunciate the clash of cultures: the
Indian culture of Mrs. Biswas
and the American culture into
which she had moved.
I found that Vazirani read too
quickly and her poems ended
too abruptly because of this. If
she had followed a slower pace,

NATE CURTIS

Reetika Vazirani reads her poetry to the crowd at Gallows Hill
Bookstore.

or taken more pauses between
sentences, I might have learned
more about her heritage.
I also thought that the
monotone voice, so effective in
her first poem, weighed down
the subsequent poems. Only
when she affected a speaker's
accent did she bring life to her
poems.
Overall, Vazirani's presentation was not very good; sometimes her poem introductions
wandered off into tangents or
did not satisfactorily explain

the poem's meaning.
The ordering of the poems
seemed disjointed. Her last
poem, a semi-dedication to her
audience, didn't harmonize
with her other works at all.
But don't let this discourage
you from reading Vazirani's poetry. Her book, White Elephants, can be found in the
library and at Gallows Hill
Bookstore. I found that reading
her poems to myself was more
enjoyable than hearing Vazirani
recite them herself.

but what does it mean?

TWO X BECKETT, an extraordinary double-bill of modern theater classics by Samuel Beckett, will be presented
by the Austin-Arts Center. Two veteran actors from the Lyric Theater of Belfast star: Sam McReady in
Krapp's Last Tape, and Joan McReady in Rockaby, Directed by Arthur Feinsod, designed by James Latzel.
Friday and Saturday. October 1 & 2 at 8pm, Garmany Hall.
FREE with Trinity LD. (860) 297-2199
www.trincoll.edu/~aac

Free delivery
188 ORIGINAL NEW YORK PIZM $5.50

H

Large Cheese Pizza

495 Farmington Avenue

Pick-up Oily!

233-8888
Open 7 days a week - ll;00a.m. to 2:00 a m
Wed^^
U

Use your charge card
foranyMvery*,,

^^^^^

Medium 12"(8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 16 (8 slices) Thin Crust • X-large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Medium
.$ 7.50
,$10.00...
$10.50
*
$ .50

Cheese
Veggie.....
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings

Large
$ 9.85....
$14.85
....$15.85
.....$ 1.00

X-Large
$12.00
$17.50
$19.00
$ 1.50..

Sicilian
$13.00
..$18.50
$20.00
...$ 1.50

...

TOPPINGS; Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Gallic, and Tomatoes.

HEROES (Hot or Cold).

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Philly Cheese Steak
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana
Eggplant Parmigiana

..$5.50
$8.25
$7.45
$5.15
$5.15

ifeaibalLBaaaifliaoa^
Veal Parmigiana
Sausage Parmigiana
Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Tuna & Cheese
Veggie & Cheese.
Pepperoni & Cheese

,

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricoita, Mozzareiia and Pamman
cheeses, Wended with your choice of tilling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

Cal2one
each additional filling
ABuffalo
P P ETenders
TIZERS

Salami & Cheese....
•
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
BIT a Cheese...,
Grilled Ham & Cheese

Mozzarella Sticks

Onion Rings

Chips.

$3.20

.........„..............;.•„....

$2.65
$3.70
8 for $2.50
8 for $2.50
.............$1.85
$2.40

..„....•.........„„„„..$ .50

...........,.................$4.05

,-.,..,.....,

..............,$5.75

Tuna Salad..... •...;......,...;;,.•».......,..«» ...,..;..»;» .......$5.75
Extra Dressing

..........................

;.„... $ .50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand island, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25

SODAS (one liter)

41/ prices do not include tax.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, iced Tea

,

...,.$1.80

•

FREE Order ofGARUCBR

8EE Order of FIE;

| WIIU Aiy Mtrp rota u i w

j

Mint present umpm - Coupon eantwi be combined,

mm

wifh

^

Lar

P

P

t

o Orcte

I

*,

t%li ¥ JU4I isX j r i * £ a
31i.iiiail *-***« •

Must present oaupoa - Coupon cannojteeombin«i
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%mip*tof&tm$m -Coupon cannot b#«omb»i*d,
Mm! menttoh coupon b«f or»ordering,

Cheese Pizza $5»

OFF

FREE LITER OF SODA
with Any Large Pizza Order
I

$5.00

(7) for $4.75

Antipasto Salad

.$4.90

served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna * Manicotti * Ravioli *Stuffed Shells *
- $6.30 (with Meat-$1.00 extra)

*

».„»....„..

.,...

SALADS.
Tossed Salad

DINNERS

I

....„.».•.,•..•»•„...».

French Fries
Cheese Fries
,
Fried Dough
Breadsticks
.........".....,
Garlic Bread
.,
Garlic Bread w/cheese

$4.90
$5.65
$8.00
$4.25

:.

..44.90
$ .50
(8 for $5.75 ft
(12 for $6.00 4?

Buifalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide).,,..
Chicken Fingffi..........

$5.15
$5,15
$5.40
$5,15
$5.15
$5.15
$4.50
,..$5.40

"

;...
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large pizza

Any Medium Pizza
'
I
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Around LECTURES
Trinity..,
World Series Comes To Trinity
Early
Apparently some of Trinity's finest
couldn't wait for the World Series. They
had to stage their own baseball showdown on the main quad. A myriad of
spectators were hanging out of the windows of Jarvis to see the high-paced game.
One small thing though, one of the more
fun things about attending a baseball
game is having an excuse to get drunk at
three in the afternoon. At 1:30 AM we've
already had plenty of excuses.
Cash, Visa, or American Express?
The Barter System Is Frowned
Upon
The bookstore is generally fairly accommodating to various forms of payment. Cash, checks, and various credit
cards are all accepted. This week, an unfortunate sophomore male learned that
the barter system isn't the best way to go
at the turn of the 21st century. When
reaching for his wallet, AT saw this soonto-be mortified male whip a maxi pad
out of his back pocket. AT doesn't know
why he was carrying a maxi pad, but we
now know that the bookstore won't accept one as payment for a purchase.
Saving Laundry Money?
Mow, AT realizes that life at Camp
Trin Trin has been pretty dull lately, so
kudos to one gentleman who tried to
spice up life a bi t on a walk to South Ca mpus. Friday night, AT had a the privilege
of viewing one of Trinity's own walking
past Elton wearing nothing but boxers
(silk), loafers, and a dressy vest. His shirt
and pants were carefully tucked under
his arm. Logical...why wear silk boxers if
you can't show them off?
Who Needs Playboy?
Jackson Hall experienced an...um...
interesting sight this weekend-one female felt the need to make a midnight
run through the halls in nothing but her
Victoria's Secret best. Between her and
the guy outside of Elton, We at AT have
definitely seen our fair share of flesh this
week. Although, AT has to wonder what
happened to good, old fashioned nudists?
This year's streakers have left a bit too
much to our imagination.
Nothing to do? Smoke.
Congratulations to those brave students who decided to wait out the Campus Safety officers at the WRTC party.
Even though the occasional beer that appeared was quickly confiscated, you
brave souls proved to the man that you
can loiter with style. AT was a little concerned though, with all of the cigarettes
that were nervously cdnsumed, we're
sure the Medical Off ice will be doing a
booming business this week,
Bleached Fribbles everywhere
Although AT certainly doesn't understand the Frobb/Little battles that per-

petually classify South-East Campus as a
demilitarized zone, we do have to tip our
hat to their most recent innovation. True
to this technological era, the Fribbles
have begun fighting through machines—
the laundry machines. It seems with a
little well placed bleach, you too can
bleach an unsuspecting Fribble. AT sort
of wishes that this tactic would reflect
more on those that implement it and less
on its victims — it is, after all, the idiot not
those he,touches, who should bear the
stigma.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD — SEPTEMBER

28,1999

Victorian Art at Yale

Two X Beckett

Paul Stirton of the University of Glasgow will speak
at the Yale Center for British Art on Wednesday, October 6, at 5:15 PM His lecture, "Cross-Channel Traffic:
Tissot and Whistler in Paris and London," will be given
in conjunction with the ongoing exhibit of the art of
James Tissot. The lecture is free and open to the public.
Please call (203) 432-2853 for more information and
directions.

Two veteran Irish actors headline this special staging of two modern classics by Samuel Beckett. In Krapp's
last Tape, performed by Sam McCready, an old man
comes to tern with his past by listening to an old recording of himself. In Rockabye, performed by Joan
McCready, a woman's life is crystallized into the haunting image of being rocked in a chair until death. Under
the direction of Arthur Feinsod and set of James Latzel,
the productions begin at 8:00 PM on Friday and Saturday, October 1 and 2 in Garmany Hall located inside
Austin Arts Center. Tickets are $12 general, but free with
a valid Trinity ID. Call the Austin Arts Box Office at
(860) 297-2199 for more information.

You Gotta Have Faith
On Friday, October 8, the Aldrich Museum will
present a symposium on millenial art influenced by the
Judeo-Christian tradition. The conference, entitled
"Faith: The Impact of Judeo-Christian Religion on Art
of the Millennium," will explore the complex relationship of contemporary art to Judaism and Christianity.
To make reservations for the symposium, call (203) 4384519. Also look for the accompanying exhibition slated
to be on display from January 23 to May 29,2000, at the
Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art in Ridgefield,
CT.

Face the Music
TCCTR announces its first Trinity Seminar of the fall,
"Let's Face the Music and Dance: The Cultural Work of
Astai re-Rogers Dance Musicals in Depression America,"
with guest lecturer Margaret McFadden of Colby
College's American Studies Department. McFadden wi 11
examine the role of 'escapist' music and dance culture
in restoring "economic and political order" with its focus on restoring the gender order in America. The presentation begins at 4:15 PM in the Reese Room of the
Smith House on October 4. A reception will follow the
seminar in the Mason Room of the Smith House. The
Smith House is located at 123 Vernon St.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday^ Sept, 22
'

:

Thursday, Sept. 23
630 PM-7:30 PM:

Zen Meditation

Sunday, Sept. 26
5:00 PM:
7:00 PM:;

Roman Catholic Mass
Vespers -

EYES WIDE SHUT (R)

Mmm... CarrotsLaughter trailing in his wake, Carrot Top, renowned
comedian, brings his wild sense of humor to the University of Connecticut'sJorgensen Auditorium on Saturday October 2. Be prepared to witness this curly
haired clown's antics with the added bonus of music,
laser lighting effects, and trunks full of bizarre props.
Bring your sense of humor when you experience the
one-man circus of Carrot Top. The show starts at 8:00
PM, and tickets range from $15 to $30, with discounts
available for students. Call (860) 486 - 4226 for more
information.

Pianos and Politicians
For an evening of ridiculous politics, come to the
Jorgensen Auditorium on Wednesday, October 6, to hear
piano playing comedian, Mark Russell. For over thirty
years, Russell has been entertaining audiences with his
rapier wit and political satire combined with light piano tunes. TV Guide has declared him "the funniest man
on television"; don't miss a chance to catch him in the
ivory-tickling flesh. Ticket prices range from $11 to $26
with discounts for students available. For more information and directions, call (860) 486 - 4226.

Swing, Swing, Swing
Toes will be tapping on Friday and Saturday, October 8 and 9, at the University of Connecticut'sJorgensen
Auditorium as Manhattan Transfer takes the stage.
With their unique four-part harmony styles, this swing
group brings new life to che classics of the Big Band era,
including the works of Count Basie, Benny Goodman,
Django Reinhardt, Artie Shaw, and Ella Fitzgerald. The
fun starts at 8:00 PM, with tickets ranging from $15 to
$30. Discounts are available to students. For more information, call (860)486 - 4226, or visit the Jorgensen
Auditorium website at wwwjorgensen.ct-arts.com.

Wed,Thu,Fri
Sept 29,30, Oct 1
Sat,Oct2

7:30 PM
2:30,7:30 PM

(1999) Directed by Stanley Kubrick. Screenplay by Kubrick and Frederic Raphael, based on the novella Traumnovette
by Arthur Schnizler. Cast: Nicole Kidman, Tom Cruise, Sydney Pollack, Leelee Sobieski. It should come as no surprise that
the final chapter to Stanley Kubrick's great career was not embraced by a mainstream audience. Eyes Wide Shut is first
and foremost an art film, a highly personal, moody meditation on the conflicting forces of loyalty and desire. Much like
Lolita or A Clockwork Orange, Eyes Wide Shut plays with audience expectations, with Kubrick's chilly tone at odds with
his dazzling display of technique. Adding to the film's many layers, real-life couple Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman play a
wealthy man and woman adrift in New York City, whose marriage is taken to the brink of destruction by the pursuit of
erotic bliss. 159 min.

MYSTERY MEN (R)

Fri, Sat Oct 1,2

10:40 PM

(1999) Director: Kinka Usher Screenplay by Neil Cuthbert, based on Bo"b Burden's Dark Horse comic book series. Cast
Hank Azaria, Ben Stiller, Janeane Garofalo, Paul Rubens, Kel Mitchell. Something is way rotten in Champion City! Captain Amazing has been kidnapped by arch enemy Casanova Frankenstein, and his only hope of survival comes from a
group of superhero losers. Leading the motley rescue crew are the foppish Blue Raja (who defeats evil by hurling cutlery),
Mr. Shoveler (whose niceness keeps getting in the way of his crime-fighting talent), and Mr. Furious (watch out when he
gets really, really, mad!). A wonderfully subversive cult comedy, based on the Dark Horse comic book series. "Don't mess
with the volcano man or I'll go Pompeii on your butt!" - Mr. Furious. 116 min.

MY SON THE FANATIC (R)

Sun, Oct 3
Mon,Tue
Oct4,5

2:30,7:30 PM
• 7:30PM

(Britain, 1999) Directed by Udayan Prasad. Screenplay by Hanif Kureishi. Cast: Om Puri, Akbar Kurtha, Gopi Desai,
Rachel Griffiths, Stellan Skarsgard. Hanif Kureishi, who wrote My Beautiju] Laundrette, introduced moviegoers to the
crazy electric mix of multicultural London. In My Son the Fanatic, he had written a brilliantly astute comedy about a
Pakistani cab driver who is going the distance to fit in to life in the industrial north of England. Played by Indian megastar
Om Puri, the cabbie quickly discovers one of the downsides of being an immigrant: losing his son, not to drugs or a British
girlfriend, but to the lure of Muslim fundamentalism. Puri's life, and shaky relationship with his son, enter a new zone of
confusion when he falls in love with one of his regular fares, a prostitute played by Rachel Griffiths (Hi lary andjackie) 86
min.
. .
.
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ART
Latin American Photos at AAC

Scrawl Wants YOU!

The Widner Gallery at Austin Arts Center presents
Tracing Time, a collection of images from various artists that blend modern art with the art of the artists'
cultural heritages.
The exhibit of photogravures features eight Latin
American photographers: Maria Elena Alvarez,
Alexander Apostal, Milagros de la Torre, Louis Gonzales
Palma, Marta Maria Perez Bravo, Ernesto Pujol, Gerardo
Suta, and Victor Vasquez. Admission is free.

Scrawl, the Trinity College Literary Magazine, wants
your submissions of fiction, poetry, photography, and
artwork. Fiction pieces must be no more than 2,000
words;Times New Roman 12-point font is preferred. All
photography and artwork must be in 8.5 x 11" format.
To submit writing by e-mail, attach documents to an email body and send to thomas.king@trincoll.edu or
james.salmon@trincoll.edu. To submit artwork, please
bring it to Jane Decatur's office in the Writing Center
on Vernon St., Room 308. Please keep a personal copy
of all works submitted.

Iconoclasm at the Wadsworth
Through November 14 at the Wadsworth Atheneum
you can catch a glimpse of the exhibitjoe Coleman MATRIX 139. The show is Coleman's first solo museum
exhibition, and it features recent portraits of iconoclasts,
including Hank Williams, Harry Houdini, Jayne
Mansfield, John Dillinger, and Ed Gein.
For more information, call the Wadsworth Atheneum at (860) 278-2670.

The Age of Innocence
The Yale Center for British Art presents its fall film
series, Fashion and Passion, in conjunction with the
ongoing exhibit of the Victorian art of James Tissot. The
series begins on Wednesday, October 6 with Martin
Scorsese's The AgeqjInnocence (139 minutes). The film
will commence at 6:45 PM. For those who cannot make
the Wednesday showing, there will be an encore presentation on Saturday, October 9 at 2:00 PM. Admission
to the film is free. For directions, call (203) 432-2853.

African Dance
The Charter Oak Cultural Center presents Foloba, a
dynamic dance group dedicated to the revival of
celebratory dance and percussion pieces from the folkloric tradition of Guinea, West Africa. The group features several master artists from some of Guinea's most
renowned dance companies such as Les Ballets
Africians and Les MerveiUes DAfrique, as well as local
American artists who have dedicated themselves to the
study of traditional West African dance. Fotoba will
perform on Friday, October 8 at 7:30 PM. Admission for
the show is $8. Call the Charter Oak Cultural Center at
(860) 249-1207 for more information.

Friday, October 1

Aid for Earthquake Victims
The Trinity College Chapel is accepting donations to
help the earthquake victims in Turkey. Checks should
be made payable to "Trinity College Chapel" and can be
dropped off through the campus mail, or at the Chapel
during normal office hours.
The donations will be sen t through the Bishop's Fund
and will be used to buy food, clothing, and medical supplies for the earthquake victims. Please help support
those in need. For more information, contact Donna
Swols at x2012. The last day to bring donations is September 30.

Tai Chi on the Quad
Every Monday and Wednesday beginning Monday,
October 4 from 12:15 -1:00 PM, the Yin Yang Tai Chi
Academy will be offering instructional classes in Tai
Chi. Classes will be held on the quad adjacent to the
Chapel Rose Garden. The cost for classes is $60.00 for
the series of eight lessons. Please make checks payable
to Y.Y.T.A., and deliver them to Donna Swols at the
Chapel. The classes will be instructed by Master Guang
Zhi Xing. For more information please call Master Xing
at(860)236- """"

Writing Workshop
Are you finding remarks like 'frag' and 'awk' in the
margins of your papers? Perhaps you need a refresher
in grammar. Cindy Butos will conduct the writing
workshop "Grammar Kills Me" in the Writing Center
at 115 Vernon St. from 4:15 - 5:30 PM on Wednesday,
October 6. Please call the Writing Center for more in, formation,

4:00 PM - Health Fellows Program informational
meeting will be held in the Life Sciences
Center, Room 133.

Saturday, October 9
5:30 PM - Contra Dance Jam Session
Play and learn New England contra dance
tunes, reels, jigs, and waltzes. Jam session
open to musicians of all instruments and
skill levels. Admission is free. For more
information, call (203) 486-2561. Session
to be held at the American Legion Post in
Wethersfield.
8:00 PM - New England Contra Dance
Admission is $6. No partner is needed. All
dances will be taught; beginners are welcome. Music will be provided by Rose
White and Dogtown.
10:00 PM - Pete Scheips Band
Performance will be held at Cafe 880
Jazz, at 880 Maple Ave. in Hartford.
For more information, call
(860)236-7111.

Any Trinity student who does not wish to
support ConnPIRG may sign up for a
refund of the fee that funds ConnPIRG
with a student ID.
Refunds may be claimed outside Mather
Dining Hall at the following times:
Wednesday, September 29: 12:00 -1:00 PM
5:00-6:00 PM
Thursday, September 30:

CLASSIFIEDS

Now PLAYING
Elm Theatre - New Britain Ave.
Runaway Bride (PG)
The Thomas Crown Affair (R)

Real Art Ways - 56 Arbor St.

7:00,9:30 PM
7:10,9:30 PM

Le Petomane: Fin du Siede Fartiste
On the Rope

Showcase Cinemas - Hartford Area
Buckland Hills
Times Valid through September 30
General Admission: $8.25
American Beauty (R) -12:10,12:40,2:40,3:10,5:00,530,7:30,8:00,9:50,10:20 PM
Blue Streak (PG-13) -12:50,1:20,1:50,3:00,3:30,3:55,5:10,5:40,6:05,7:25,7:55,8:15,9:40,10:10,10:30 PM
Dog Park (R) -12:20,2:45,4:40,7:00,9:20 PM
Double Jeopardy (R) -12:30,1:30,2:50,4:15,5:10,7:15,7:45,9:45,10:15 PM
For Love of the Game (PG-13) -12:30,1:00,1:30,3:30,4:00,4:30,6:30,7:00,7:30,9:55 PM
Jakob the Liar (PG-13) -1:00,4:05,7:00,9:40 PM
Mumford (R) -1:10,3:30,5:50,8:00,10:20 PM
The Sixth Sense (PG-13) -1:40,4:10,7:20,9:50,10:20 PM
Stigmata (R) -12:45,2:55,5:35,7:45,10:15 PM
Stir of Echoes (R) -12:40,3:05,5:25,7:40,9:45 PM

Silver Lane
Times valid through September 30
General Admission: $8.00
The 13th Warrior (R) - 7:45,10:00 PM
Blue Streak (PG-13) -12:50,1:20,1:40,3:00,3:30,4:00,5:10,5:40,7:00,7:25,7:55,9:20,9:30 PM
Deep Blue Sea"(R) -12:55,3:15,5:25,7:40,10:00 PM
Double Jeopardy (R) -12:30,1:30,2:50,4:15,5:10,7:15,7:45,9:45,10:15 PM
For Love of the Game (PG-13) -1:00,1:35,4:00,4:30,7:00,7:30,9:55,10:20 PM
In Too Deep (R) -12:40,2:50,5:00,7:50,10:00 PM
Inspector Gadget (PG) -1:15,3:00,5:00 PM
Mumford (R) -12:40,2:55,5:20,7:40,10:00 PM
The Sixth Sense (PG-13) -12:45,3:05,5:15,7:30,9:50 PM
Stigmata (R) -1:45,4:30,7:15*, 9:30 PM
Stir of Echoes (R) -12:35,2:50,5:05**, 7:20**, 9:40 PM
* showtirnes for 9/29 and 9/30 only
** showtimes for 9/28 and 9/30 only

Maybelline5 Contest

Times valid through September 28
General Admission: $6.00

Times valid through September 30
General Admission: $3.50

12:00-1:00 PM
5:00-6:00 PM

6:00,7:45 PM
5:30,7:15 PM

Maybelline is searching for five women to represent
them online for one year, by putting journal entries and
photos of their daily lives on the web to give other women
a unique opportunity to share in and learn from the lives
of other real women. To enter, visit the Maybelline website
at www.maybelline.com and answer a few basic questions
online. Five hundred entrants will be randomly selected
to answer additional questions and send in photographs.
From these entries, judges will select twenty-five semifinalists based on writing ability, originality, creativity,
and suitability. The twenty-five finalists will be interviewed by phone and five winners will be selected. Once
chosen, the Maybelline5 will be highlighted, via photos
and real life stories fora year. Each of the Maybelline5 will
receive and iMac, a trip for two to New York City, a
Maybelline makeover, $500 spending money, and a year's
supply of Maybelline makeup.

SPRING BREAK 2000
The Millennium
A new decade...nce in Travel
Free Trips, Free Drinks, Free Meals
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados, Bahamas
Sign up before Nov. 5 for free meals and 2 free trips!

1-800-426-7710 or ;•
www.sunsplashtours.com
ACT NOW!
Get the best Spring Break Prices!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco; Florida, & Mardi Gras.
Reps, needed, Travel free, Earn $$$!
Group discounts for 6+!
Call 1-800-838-8203 or
visit us on the web at
www.leisuretours.com!
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Bants Beat Down Bates
Women's Soccer Squeezes By Bobcats With A Last Minute Goal

Not Varsity, Not Intramural, Just Frisbee
NAFE CURTIS

The Women's Soccer team wins a nail-biter against Bates.

high school programs.
Trinity started the season
slowly with an upsetting loss to
the Connecticut College CamWomen's soccer this season els, 2-0. Sophomore goalie Salooks to a continuing transfor- rah Bradley made impressive
mation and a promising season, saves, but Trinity had difficulty
as the team only lost three play- getting the ball past Connectiers to graduation and has a re- cut College's goalie, Amanda
turning group of veterans who Baltzley. With fifteen shots at
are accustomed to Coach goal, they did not come up with
Michael Smith's methods of a goal scored.
coaching and play. In addition,
Trinity's next game provided
this season brings the most tal- a more positive outlook for the
ented freshman class that Trin- season, as Trinity defeated the
ity has seen in years, including Bates College Bobcats, 1-0.
six Olympic Development play- Midfielder Junior Marisa Eddy
ers and five high school All- scored from a ball passed by
State selections, ..two of whom midfielder midfielder ;sophoate tromnationally ranked more Tisha Driscoll to score the
BY JESSICA SALKY
? Sports Writer

only and winning goal of the
game. Trinity goalkeeper Braley,
contributed to this statistic with
an amazing 15 saves for the shutout.
With both an upsetting loss
and an impressive win, Trinity
has what looks to be a season of
mixed emotions. Last season sets
the precedent of many close
matches with powerful teams,
as the Bantams continued to
prove themselves among the
elite of the New England Small
College Athletic Conference.
Smith is confident that, with the
new players and strength of the
returning team members, the
women's soccer Bantams will
cotitiijLue to succeed,.

A group of dedicated students play
Ultimate Frisbee on the Quad almost
every weekday. They usually play
from 4-5:30pm. This is not just a casual pursuit. If the guys get good
enough, they may form a team to play
tournaments. Until then, the team
can look forward to an upcoming Ultimate Frisbee vs. Cross Country exhibition game, which will be played
sometime soon. Cross Country better
have some tricks up their sleeve, because these guys are good!
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Bantam Men Dominate The Colby College Squad In Every Aspect Of The Game
BY COLIN RUANE

Sports Editor

This Saturday was not just another
season opener for the Trinity football
team. The match-up against Colby was
the debut game of newly appointed head
coach, Bill Decker. Having a nine-year
long past with the Trinity football program serving as the defensive coordinator and linebacker coach, Decker's
transition from being a part of the
coaching staff to being in charge of the
coaching staff wasn't expected to be
rough; in sports however, any change in
a team's structure always brings up an
air of uncertainty.
No athlete or coach likes to see change
in something that worked and in
Trinity's case, Don Miller worked. He and
the many Bantam squads he led during
his thirty years with the program
achieved great success within the
NESCAC, establishing Trinity as a winning team among it's competitors. Some
Trinity sports fans, such as myself, are
asking the question, "Are other teams in
the NESCAC expecting the 1999 Bantam
team to be at a great disadvantage after
losing such a huge part of their program?". How can you expect them not
to?With the absence of a known winner,
which Miller was, it's hard not to view
this year's team, which begins their season in the wake of Miller's departure, as
weaker. While the talent of this team is

as strong as last year, there's no underestimating the influence and importance
of a head coach on the whole team's performance. The coach is there to push and
perfect these players, ultimately to reach
final goal, which is typically to win a
championship. Sure this is only Division
111 football, but then again, it's football.
It's grueling, it's complicated and it's intense, unlike many other sports.
The individual performance and capabilities of athletes on the field is, of
course, the key to winning simply because they make it happen and they're
responsible for each victory and also
each loss, but behind the scenes and before players can "make it happen" is
where the coach has his effect on the
team.
Decker takes over a program that had
a leader, much like an army, and even
though people say they don't, we expect
him to take over where the leader, Don
Miller, left off. If Decker's teams do not
live up to the standards built in the Don
Miller era, the pressure will most likely
be on him, not the team, even if it should
not be so. It was this Saturday that
Decker stepped up after weeks of training and coaching, to truly put all his
cards on the table and see what happens.
What happened most likely not only
pleased Decker and his staff, but the veteran players who had served under Don
Miller, looking to see if this change in
leaders would have a positive or negative
impact.
The impact was resoundingly positive.
The Bantams went up to
Waterville, Maine and attacked the
Colby Mules from the first minutes of
play in the game. The Mules and the
Bantams battled in the first quarter

zone, but both showing their offensive
and defensive capabilities. With no one
on the Scoreboard going into the second
quarter, Trinity stepped it up to score the
first points of the game when Trevor
Jackson '01 blocked a Colby punt and
Charles Botts '01 ran it in 19 yards to put
the Bantams up 7-0. They would carry
that seven point lead into the locker
room after the end of the first half.
Bill Decker's squad went onto the field
uncertain of what would happen, and
left the field after two quarters of play
with confidence pushing them from behind into the third quarter. Trinity
started the second half on the right foot
when quarterback Gregg Wysocki '00
hurled a 54-yard bomber to wide receiver Mike Healy '01 who waited with
open hands in the end zone to put Trinity up another 7 points over the Mules.
Though Colby kicked a field goal for 3
points, putting a small dent in the lead
the Bantams had created, the hungry
Trinity squad continued to pound away
at Colby. But this time defensively, with
an interception by safety Steve Cella '00

who brought the ball back 14 yards to
build another 7 points onto Trinity's lead,
and putting the Bantams up by 21-3. The
fourth quarter is when the real damage
came from the Trinity offense led by
Wysocki. Steve Cella struck again when
he intercepted another straying Colby
pass and this time returned it 24 yards
to put the Bantams up 28-3 and in a good
position to seal the game. Then, Julian
Gratry '02 completed a run to the end
zone, putting the nail in Colby's coffin
and putting the Bantams up 35-3, where
the game would stand.
Bill Decker and his players proved that
change, is sometimes good. The squad
came out, got the job done and this time,
got the job done well. They capitalized
on Colby mistakes and turnovers and received impressive play from the special
teams.
If this game is any i n d i c a t i o n ^
Decker's and this 1999 squad's performance in the rest of the season, we could
perhaps be witnessing the beginning
phases of another era in Trinity College
football: The Bill Decker Era.

l > J t e ^ 9 g Football team opens the season on a flood note.
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ties. However, the game ended with the
Bantams unable to get on the board
against the Bobcats. The Bantams were
once again outshot by their opponent
26-13, but more importantly were
forced to fight off close to two dozen
penalty corners. Trinity Field Hockey
then faced the long ride home before the
beginning of another long week.
The Bantams are not overly concerned with an 0-3 start to their season.
The team realizes that it is still early and
that they have 11 games remaining in
their schedule. Rieg agrees saying, "No
one is thinking we'llhave an 0-14 season. We continue to improve game to
game and once we reach our full potential who knows where we'll go."
During a meeting Monday, Coach
Tierney emphasizing the point that the
team had only played three games and
that there was still a long way to go in
the schedule. Points of improvement
were also discussed including quicker

transitions from offense to defense and
better communication. Trinity's Field
Hockey program is not alone in their
early season difficulties. Many of the
other traditional Field Hockey powerhouses find themselves in similar situations. Current National Champion
Middlebury College recently suffered a
brutal loss to Springfield College, dropping their record to 2 and 2.
Trinity will face the Connecticut College on Thursday and the Ephmen of
Williams on Saturday. As Whitney
Brown '01 states: "Once we find our team
cohesiveness and that final 'thing' we
need we will really start kicking some
butt".

Trinity
Bates

Join (America's #1 Student
^our Operator to
Jamaica, Mexico, (Bahamas,
Cruises, and TCorida.
(tfow kirina on-campus reps.
Cad 1-800-648-4S49 or
visit'onfine @ wwwststraveCcom,
The Field Hockey team struggles early in the season.

NATE CURTIS
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Men's Cross-Country Scores Big In Rhode Island
The Trinity Men Take First Place, As The Women Grab Fourth At Ray Dwyer Invitational
the last part of this race to secure a 6
through 8 spot for all three runners.
Sports Writer
. Also with strong races, ran Steve
Coakley (27:10) despite knee problems,
Despite the thunder storm that threat- Andrew Malick (27:45) in spite of a sore
ened to cancel the race and the uneven, IT band, and freshman Steve LeMarbre,
sandy terrain of the course, the. Bantam galloping hard regardless of an aching
harriers scored a solid fourth place over- calf muscle. Also running hard with
all for the women and a first place vic- these tough racers, race-hardened Adam
tory for the men at the Ray Dwyer Forkner toughed it out with a solid time
Invitational in Rhode Island over the of 28:35, as did Adam Strogoff of
Worceter, MA (29:23). Walk-on Carl
weekend.
Junior Todd Markelz blew Naval Prep's Baglio continues to show much talent
fastest runner out of the water in a time and even more promise running a time
of 26:07 that day, putting another first of (28:27).
The Lady Bantams didn't let the complace notch in Marklez's well-worn belt.
While freshman Ryan Bak finished petition ruffle their feathers, securing an
strongly (26:26) only a few places be- impressive fourth place overall starting
BY DAVID KYLE

"Going out faster, experimenting with the race style
was key... 1 thought I would die in the second half. If
it wasn't for my two boys in front of me, 1 wouldn't
have kept up." -Ryan Lerner '03
hind. Marklez mentioned that it was a
good low-pressure race for the younger
members of the team.
They went out to have some fun, and
experiment with different racing strategies. And different strategies apparently worked for these novice five
milers- Ryan Lerner, from Manchester,
CT, dropped his personal record of 27:08
by down to 26:44. Lerner, in a post-race
analysis, said that, "Going out faster, experimenting with the race style was key...
1 thought 1 would die in the second half.
If it wasn't for rny two boys in front of
me, 1 wouldn't have kept up".
A modest man Lerner, because two
boys David Kyle (Topsf ield.MA) and Jim
Emord (Bridgewater, MA) actually fallowed closely on this bantam's claws in

with a fourth place by up and coming
sophomore Caroline Leary in 19:44. Captain Kara Barbalunga netted a strong
12th for the blue and yellows, while Kate
Klien, coming down from the Green
Mountains of Vermont, scored a needed
15th spot for the team. Senior Megan
Dunphy with a personal record breaking 21:39 smashing her previous best by
two whole minutes, was heard to say after the race that,
Not only was everyone jostling for position at the start, but runners were moving up and down place-wise the entire
race. Freshman runner Sarah Hackett
(Stonington, CT) smartly followed
Dunphy right down the homestretch,
both ladies seizing a 32nd arid 33rd spots.
High-milage runner Katherine Frank

11M0LH i mm vwm YOU

The Men's and Women's Cross-Country teams run towards victory.

andd experiencedd freshman
5-k
fh
k runner
Stephanie Wozowicz ran strongly, as
did F a l m o u t h , MA racer Buzzy
McLaughlin, making a beeline for the
finish line inching out two competitors by only a tick of the clock,

FILE

PHOTO

Overall, the Lady Bants were satisfied
with the outcome, racing a healthy eight
instead of a previously injured six, showing a lot of promise for success in the upcoming season. The team will battlem the
Wesleyan Tournament this weekend.

Trinity Cross-Country @ Ray Dwyer Invitational
Men-1st Place
Women- 4th Place

Men's Soccer Breaks Even
Trinity Dispenses Of Salve Regina, Falls To Wesleyan
BY DANIEL RUDOLPH

Sports Writer
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Trinity Men's Soccer picked up their
fourth win and first loss of the season
this past week, in games at Salve
Regina and Wesleyan, respectively.
The Bantams traveled to Newport
on Wednesday to play Salve Regina,
perennially one of the weaker squads
on the schedule. It was immediately
clear that Trinity was the superior side,
but the Bants did not manage to bury
a goal until the last minute of the first
half. Freshman Morgan Sandell scored
this hard-earned goal, with midfielder
Peter Trimble picking up the assist.
The Bants continued to generate
quality chances in the second half.
Striker Brett MacQuarrie scored the
back-breaker halfway through the
second half, on a long-distance shot.
The back four of Kosuke Ikeda, Val
Toth, Phil Flakes, and Dave Pimental
led the way defensively, giving goalkeeper Tom Hambrick-Stowe a relatively easy day.

Carrying a 4-0 record, the Bants felt confident going into Saturday's match against
NESCAC rival Wesleyan. However, it was
Wesleyan who got the edge early, scoring
in the first minute. The Bantams would
look uphill for the rest of the day, and although they carried a good deal of the play,
would never find the back of the net in this
contest.
Goalkeeper Hambrick-Stowe was outstanding, fearlessly hurling his body in
front of several point-blank shots in the
second half. In a bizarre twist, he almost
scored the game-tying goal as well. With
twenty seconds left and down a goal,
Hambrick-Stowe rushed into the offensive
zone, and almost finished a cross from
Caley Iandiorio. The ball glanced off the
his foot and out of bounds, and also with it
the Bants hope for a dramatic ending.
Iandiorio and substitute defender Kamale
Davis also played strong games for the Bantams.
The Bantams must practice with purpose to keep sharp during their week off
before a showdown on Parent's weekend
against a powerful Williams squad
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The Men's Soccer team prepares for Williams this weekend.

NATE CURTIS
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Well, The Results Of Our Sociological Experiment Are In! And To Be Honest, We Weren't
Surprised By The Results: NO ONE GAVE A DAMN!! But We Would Like To Congratulate, Andrew
Lovig, Who Had The Determination And The School Spirit To Not Only Respond To Our BallBreaking Sports Trivia Questions Posted In Last Weeks Issue, But To Answer Every Single Question
Correctly. Of Course A ndrew Could Have Easi ly Gotten A Hold Of A ny Num her Of Sports A Imanacs That Are Out There Today And Within Five Minutes...B0OM...He's A Winner...He Gets To
Shake Our Beautiful, Shapely, And Currently Wart-less Hands (Matt Had An Issue With Some
Type Of Rash When He Was At Band Camp and Colin contracted some epithelial disorder during
his touring days with Barnum and Bailey's Circus). Anyway, So Mad Ups To Andrew, And An
Overly Sarcastic Thank Ybu To The Members Of The Trinity Community Who Didn't Even Take
The Time To Read Our Section: We Know Who You Are! (Not Really, But We Could. What?)

1. Q: What is the color of the leftfield wall in Fenway Park?
A: Green. If you're color blind, the Green Monster Is Red.
2. Q: What is the only track and field event that involves water?
A: Steeple-chase. It's never televised.
3. Q: What is a "steeple-chase"?
A: We don't know. It's never televised.
4. Q. What two events do athletes compete in for the hiathalon?
A: Cross-country skiing and shooting. Duh.
5. Q: What's a common nickname for a manager of a baseball team?
A: Skipper. Or Big Daddy.
6. Q: What Professional Baseball pitcher is nick-named "The Big Unit"?
A: Randy Johnson. His mother cuts his hair, in her trailer.
7. Q: What rookie running back has rushed for over 100 yards in Ms first
two games?
with his helmet on.
8. Q? What hockey great ended his career after this past season?
A: Wayne "I Married A Penthouse Pet" Gretzky
9 Q: What major leaguer is in good position to set the record for most consecutive
50 home run seasons?
A: Ken Griffey Jr. Big DeaLJ can belch the alphabet.
10. Q: Who just won the 1999 women's US Open championship?
A: Serena Williams. Do you think Dad will make her share the trophy with
her sister?
11. Q: What WNBA won their third straight Championship this past season?
A: Houston Comets. Yeah Women!

1999 Fall Sports Schedule
Cross Country
10/1-2 @ Wesleyan Tournament

Football
10/2 vs. Williams

*•*?

Women's Tennis
10/1-3 @ Rolex Tournament ) Brandeis

Men's Soccer
10/2 vs. Williams

Field Hockey
10/2 vs. Williams
10/6 @Conn. College

Women's Soccer
10/2 vs. Williams
10/7 vs. Smith
\
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Volleyball Team Fights Tough Competition
Lady Bantams Face A Myriad Of Teams In A Two- Week Marathon Stint With Mixed Results
BY MATT
PURUSHOTHAM

Sports Editor

Since the last time we visited
the Trinity Volleyball team,
they have had a busy time, playing in two tournaments and
two regular matches. Two Tuesdays ago, the Lady Bants faced
a tough squad from Eastern
Connecticut State University.
The Warriors steam-rolled to a
3-1 win over the Trinity squad,
thanks to 11 stunning consecutive service points in the third
game by junior Sheryl Arrich.
Trinity was not subdued
without any bright patches, as
they led 11-4 with the match
tied at 1 game apiece. However,
Arrich chose this particular
moment to bust out her volley
winning service points, taking
the game 15-11. Eastern won the
first game, 15-10, and the fourth
game, 15-8. Trinity won the second game, 16-14. The Bantams
even their record at 2-2.
- After the disappointment at
Eastern, the team was quick to
bounce back and take out their
competitive aggression on
Southern Connecticut State
University and Stonehill College, notching up victories over
both Division II opponents.

Freshman setter Christine
Horton (San Marino, CA) totaled 37 assists in two matches
to lead the Trinity College Bantams to victory over both teams.
Four players had eight or more
kills for Trinity against the
Southern Owls, led by sophomore Kristin Hagan (Kentfield,

CA) who had nine kills and
nine digs. The Bantams won, 31. Trinity received 13 kills and
11 digs from sophomore Beth
Landry (Brighton, MI) against
Stonehill in a 3-0 triumph.
Stonehill downed Southern, 32, in the third match of the day.
At that point Trinity improves

to 4-2, Southern falls to 0-12,
and Stonehill is now 1-5.
Trinity continued their winning ways this past Monday
against the St. Joseph's College
Bluejays. The Bantams charged
to a 3-1 victory, improving to 52 for the season. The Bants faced
a scare, dropping the second

Volleyball leaves the court with head down, but are optimistic about the future.
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game 10-15 after winning the
first 15-6. They regained their
composure, battling to a 15-12
victory in the third game and
then rolled over the Bluejays
winning the last game 15-3.
The final stop on the Bantam's
whirlwind schedule was the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, this past weekend.
Sophomore Beth Landry had 30
kills and 45 digs as the Trinity
College Bantams reached the
semifinals of the consolation
bracket at the 16-team MIT volleyball tournament. Once again
the Bantams' determination and
tenacity were tested as they lost
their first two matches by the
scores of 3-1 and 3-2 to Springfield College and Smith College
respectively. Against Smith
Trinity lost a tough 15-13 decision in the fifth game to fall into
the consolation bracket.
On Saturday, the Bantams
came out strong and shutout
Gordon College 16-14,15-3,1614. They showed signs of continuing their success, winning
their first game against
Wheaton College, but dropped
the next 3 to lose the match
At the end of it all, the tournament winner was Welleslcy
College. Trinity is now 6-5 for
the season and are setting their
sights high for the future.

Field Hockey Falls Into A Rut
Trin ity Loses It's Th ird Straigh tin A Battle With Bates
BY DEVIN PHARR

Senior Editor

Saturday the Bantams made
the journey to Lewiston to take
on Bates on the soil of Central
Maine. The team went into the
game after two disappointing
losses the previous week. Coach
Kara Tierney felt the long layover did more help than harm.
She felt the team was able to use
the week to their advantage to
make adjustments as well as full
scrimmages on Tuesday and
Thursday to simulate games.
Scheduled for 11:00, the game
began with a rather flat start by
the Bants, a problem they feel
they have yet to rectify. The Bobcats took advantage with ex-

I

The Bantams had their
chance to get on the Scoreboard
early in the game when they
were awarded a penalty stroke.
Whitney Brown took her best
shot but was stopped by Bates
Goalie Peggy Ficks who had 7
saves on the day.
In the first half and throughout the game, the defense was
consistent and strong led by
Captain Katie Rieg '00, along
with Kim Franzoni '01, and Susan Hoppock '03. Following the
goals by Bates, the Bantam defense lit a spark for the entire
team to finish the first half
strong. At the half the tone remained positive, with the Bantams confident in their ability
to get back into the game.
Beginning in the second half

"Following the goals by Bates, the Bantam
defense lit a spark for the entire team to
finish the first half strong."
citement of their own, immediately driving the length of the
field and winning a penalty corner. Trinity, which had worked
on their defensive corner strategy last week in practice, would
have it tested early and often
during the afternoon. For the
most part it proved successful,
save for the corner that resulted
in the Bobcats' first goal. The
Bantams failed to tighten up
their game and 32 seconds later
the Bobcats scored again.

Tierney's talk seemed to have
taken effect. "She really just refused to let us give up," said Senior Melissa Church '00. "And
we all left the huddle believing
that we could score the three
goals and win the game."
The second half the Bantams
came out strong, fired up and
filled with momentum. It was
visible in the increased offensive activity during which they
had several scoring opportuniSee FOOT on page 21

UnH0lyL6ser&.i.
Middlebury -2-2
Lost to:
Springfield (Na
tional Champs)
and Bowdoin
Williams 2-1
Lost to Wesleyan
Messiah 3-5
Lost to:
Willams, Smith.
Bloomsburg and
Lock Haven
Ilart-vvick 4-3
Lost to:
Cortland
and Ithaca
Keene State 3-1
Lost to:
Skidmore

The Trinity Women's Tennis
Team Gears Up For The Rolex
Tournament Held at Brandeis
University This Weekend

